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Introduction

This report summarizes excerpts of US government report on energy developments
in Central Asia, the Caspian, and Iran to provide an overview of recent US analysis
of the region. Unless otherwise footnoted, all of the material is taken or modified
from a series of reports by analysts in the Energy Information Agency of the
Department of Energy.
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Caspian Sea Region: Status in 2000i

The Caspian Sea is developing into a significant oil and gas exporting area, and the
Caucasus is a potentially major world oil transit center. Proven oil reserves for the entire
Caspian Sea region are estimated at 16-32 billion barrels, comparable to those in the
United States (22 billion barrels) and the North Sea (17 billion barrels). Natural gas
reserves are even larger, accounting for almost 2/3 of the hydrocarbon reserves (proved
plus possible) in the Caspian Sea region.

. In the short term, oil prices in are expected to continue at the levels seen during the later
months of 1999 into 2000. As OPEC production cutbacks are relaxed and non-OPEC
production increases are realized, however, prices are expected to fall back slightly from
the 2000 level, then increase gradually out to 2020. When the economic recovery in Asia
is complete, demand growth in developing countries throughout the world is expected to
be sustained at robust levels. Worldwide oil demand reaches almost 113 million barrels
per day by 2020 in the reference case, requiring an increment to world production
capability of almost 40 million barrels per day relative to current capacity. OPEC
producers are expected to be the major beneficiaries of increased production
requirements, but non-OPEC supply is expected to remain competitive, with major
increments to supply coming from offshore resources, especially in the Caspian Basin
and deepwater West Africa.

With the rebound in near-term oil prices, oil production in the FSU is expected to reach
7.6 million barrels per day by 2005—a level that could be significantly higher if the
outlook for investment in Russia were not so pessimistic. The long-term production
potential for the FSU is still regarded with considerable optimism, especially for the
resource-rich Caspian Basin region. Oil production in the region is projected to exceed
13.1 million barrels per day by 2020 in the IEO2000 reference case, implying export
volumes in excess of 7.5 million barrels per day. In China, oil production is expected to
increase gradually to 3.6 million barrels per day by 2020, but China’s import
requirements will be as large as its domestic production by 2010 and will continue to
grow as its petroleum consumption increases.

Resource development in the Caspian Basin region was significantly delayed in the
IEO99 projection in view of the prospects for a prolonged low price environment. In
IEO2000, Caspian output rises to almost 2.5 million barrels per day by 2005 and
increases by about 7.1 percent annually through 2020. There still remains a great deal of
uncertainty regarding export routes from the Caspian Basin region.

IEO99 anticipated significant delays in the exploration and development activities for
deepwater projects worldwide. Although there remained considerable optimism about
deepwater prospects, significant output from such projects was not anticipated until oil
prices returned to a range of $18 to $20 per barrel. With the current rebound in prices,
output from deepwater projects in the U.S. Texas Gulf, the North Sea, West Africa, the
South China Sea, Colombia, and the Caspian Basin is accelerated in IEO2000 by 1 to 3
years.
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With a moderate decline in North Sea production, Western Europe is expected to import
increasing amounts from Persian Gulf producers and from OPEC member nations in both
northern and western Africa. Substantial imports from the Caspian Basin are also
expected. Industrialized Asian nations are expected to increase their already heavy
dependency on Persian Gulf oil. The developing countries of the Pacific Rim are
expected to increase their total petroleum imports between 1995 and 2020 by almost 43
percent.

Getting this oil out of the region to world markets, however, is complicated by several
factors, including geography and geopolitics. The “northern route” for early oil from
Azerbaijan, for instance, which (combined with a western route to Georgia), could carry
up to 200,000 barrels per day (bbl/d), passes for 80 miles through the war-torn Russian
republic of Chechnya en route to the Black Sea port of Novorosiisk.
Although a peace agreement reached between Russia and Chechnya cleared the way for
the July 1997 tripartite agreement between Azerbaijan, Chechnya, and Russia on early oil
exports from Azerbaijan and allowed necessary repairs to begin on the existing oil
pipeline, it did not settle the issue of pipeline tariffs. Chechnya and Russian transport
company, Transneft, have also clashed in the past over the issue of tariffs and war
reparations from Russia. Russia has offered to provide economic aid to Chechnya on the
condition that Chechnya secures the safety of the northern route for early oil that passes
through its borders.
Deadlocks over negotiations prompted Russia to announce that it would build another
pipeline that would bypass Chechnya. One proposed alternative pipeline would use the
northern route, but would add a new segment that would pass along the Chechen border
in the southern Russian republic of Dagestan, and then go on towards the Stavropol
region, ending at Terskoye in North Ossetia. In October 1998, Russia made another
proposal to build a new pipeline from Baku, Azerbaijan via Dagestan to Novorosissk in
Russia, but the proposal was rejected by Azerbaijan’s state oil company, SOCAR.
Dagestan has security concerns of its own. In August 1999, fighting flared between
Islamic militants and Russian forces in Dagestan.
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Table One

Energy Reserves and Activity in the Caspian Region

Caspian Sea Region Oil and Natural Gas Reserves

Country                      Oil Reserves (Billions of Barrels)         Gas Reserves (Trillion Cubic Feet)
                                Proven        Possible           Total          Proven        Possible           Total
Azerbaijan 3.6-12.5 27 31-40 11 35 46
Iran* 0.1 12 12 0 11 11
Kazakhstan 10-17.6 85 95-103 53-83 88 141-171
Russia* 0.3 5 5 NA NA NA
Turkmenistan 1.7 32 34 98-155 159 357-314
Uzbekistan 0.3 1 1 74-88 35 109-123

Total 16-32.5 163 179-195 236-337 328 564-665

* Only the regions near the Caspian are included

Oil Production and Exports (thousand bbl/d)

Country                                      Production                                  Net Exports
                                          1990               1997                    1990               1997
Azerbaijan 259.3 192.9 76.8 54.8
Kazakhstan 602.1 573.3 109.2 310.9
Turkmenistan 124.8 107.3 69.0 39.2
Uzbekistan  86.2 182.4 -168.1 23.8
Iran* 0 0 0 0
Russia* 144.0 60.0 0 0

Total 1,216.4 1.115.9 86.9 428.7

GasProduction and Exports

Country                                      Production                                 Net Exports
                                          1990               1997                    1990               1997
Azerbaijan 349.6 211.9 -271.9 0
Kazakhstan 251.2 215.4 -257.0 16.2
Turkmenistan 3,099.5 610.9 2,359.0 229.6
Uzbekistan  1,439.5 1,808.1  102.5 88.2
Iran* 0 0 0 0
Russia* 219.0 105.9 NA NA

Total 5,358,8 2,952,2 2,116.6 334

Source: Adapted from www.eia.doe.gov.emeu/cabs/caspgrph.html, 12-1998
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Overviewii

The Caspian Sea region’s oil and gas potential has attracted much attention since the
breakup of the Soviet Union. The nations in the Caspian Sea region - Azerbaijan, Iran,
Kazakhstan, Russia, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan - are already major energy producers,
and production will increase with additional investment, technology, and the
development of new export outlets. The Caspian Sea is 700 miles long and contains 6
separate hydrocarbon basins.

Most of the oil and gas reserves in the Caspian region have not been developed, and
many areas of the Caspian region remain unexplored. Most of Azerbaijan’s oil resources
(proven as well as possible reserves) are located offshore, and perhaps 30%-40% of the
total oil resources of Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan are offshore as well. Proven oil
reserves for the entire Caspian Sea region are estimated at 16 - 32 billion barrels,
comparable to those in the United States (22 billion barrels) and the North Sea (17 billion
barrels). Natural gas reserves are even larger, accounting for almost 2/3 of the
hydrocarbon reserves (proved plus possible) in the Caspian Sea region. Based upon
proven reserves, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan each rank among the
world’s 20 largest natural gas countries. Proven gas reserves in the Caspian region are
estimated at 236 - 337 trillion cubic feet (Tcf), comparable to North American reserves
(300 Tcf).

The prospect of potentially enormous hydrocarbon reserves is part of the allure of the
Caspian region. Besides the 16-32 billion barrels currently proven, the region’s possible
oil reserves could yield another 163 billion barrels of oil if they become proven. This is
roughly equivalent to a quarter of the Middle East’s total proven reserves (however, the
Middle East also has its own vast possible reserves). Possible gas reserves are as large as
the Caspian’s proven gas reserves, and could yield another 328 Tcf if proven. However,
these reserves are located far from potential markets in relatively remote Turkmenistan,
Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan. The distance from potential markets and the relative lack of
infrastructure to export this gas have tempered interest in the region’s gas potential. The
alternatives to exporting gas through the Russian pipeline system are exporting through
war-torn Afghanistan, through Iran (where investment is limited by sanctions), or by
building some of the world’s longest pipelines to markets in China and Europe.

Key issues

They include: 1) legal issues concerning ownership and development rights in the
Caspian Sea; 2) regional instability; 3) development of transnational export routes to take
oil and gas from the landlocked Caspian Sea region to world markets; 4) the related issue
of energy exports through the Bosporus and into the Black Sea; and 5) Iranian sanctions
and the role of Iran.

How Much Oil Could be Exported from the Caspian Region? In 1997, oil production in
the Caspian region totaled 1.1 million bbl/d, of which about 400,000 bbl/d, mostly from
Kazakhstan, were exported. However, only about 150,000 bbl/d were exported outside
the former Soviet Union. Oil exports should increase substantially as oil flows increase
from two major joint ventures in Azerbaijan and in Kazakhstan.
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In what was described as “the deal of the century,” the Azerbaijan International Oil
Consortium (AIOC ) signed an $8 billion, 30-year contract in September 1994 to develop
three Caspian Sea fields—Azeri, Chirag, and Guneshli—with total reserves estimated at
3-5 billion barrels. Oil production is expected to reach 800,000 barrels per day (bbl/d) by
the end of the next decade. In April 1993, Chevron concluded a historic $20 billion,
50/50 joint venture deal with Kazakhstan to create the Tengizchevroil joint venture to
develop the Tengiz oil field, estimated to contain 6-9 billion barrels of oil. In April 1996,
Mobil announced that it had purchased from the Kazakh government a 25% share in the
consortium developing Tengiz. Given adequate export outlets, Tengiz can reach peak
production of 750,000 bbl/d_ by 2010.

These projects, along with others currently underway, could help boost Caspian Sea
production to over 4 million bbl/d, and could increase Caspian oil exports to over 3
million bbl/d by the end of the next decade. By 2020, production and exports could
increase by another 2 million bbl/d. Although not “another Middle East,” as some have
claimed, the Caspian region could be closer to “another North Sea.”

How Much Natural Gas Could be Exported from the Caspian Region? Natural gas
production in 1997 totaled 3.0 Tcf, and gas exports totaled about 0.3 Tcf, mostly from
Turkmenistan. Projects currently underway could help boost Caspian Sea production to
6-7 Tcf, and could increase natural gas exports to over 3 Tcf - mostly from Turkmenistan.
By 2020, increase Caspian natural gas exports could increase by another 2 Tcf.

Unlike with oil, the Caspian’s gas resources were extensively developed under the Soviet
Union, and Caspian region production in 1990 was over 5 Tcf. The collapse of the Soviet
Union led to downturns in both production and exports. The new republics that had been
customers for Caspian gas have been unable to pay for these supplies, reducing the
markets for Caspian gas. In addition, exports have been limited because virtually all
current export pipelines pass through Russia and require agreements with Gazprom, the
Russian gas company which owns the pipelines and is a competitor with Caspian gas.

Export Route Issues
New transportation routes will be necessary to carry Caspian oil and gas to world
markets. The existing pipelines in the Caspian region were designed to link the Soviet
Union internally, and were routed through Russia. While Russia has existing pipelines
that are underutilized, these pipelines do not have the capacity to absorb all of the oil and
gas the Caspian region could produce. An additional limitation is that most existing oil
export pipelines terminate at the Russian Black Sea port of Novorosiisk, requiring tankers
to transit the crowded and ecologically and politically sensitive Bosporus in order to gain
access to the Mediterranean and world markets. Furthermore, there is some question as to
whether the Mediterranean is the right place to send all of the forthcoming oil and gas
from the Caspian, as oil demand over the next 10-15 years in Europe is expected to grow
by little more than 1 million barrels per day (MMBD). Oil exports eastward, on the other
hand, could serve Asian markets, where demand for oil is expected to grow by 10
MMBD over the next 10-15 years. Finally, there are political and security questions as to
whether the newly independent states of the former Soviet Union should rely on Russia
or any other country as its sole export outlet. As a result, multiple routes for Caspian oil
and gas exports have been proposed.
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President Shevardnadze of Georgia first proposed the idea of a transport corridor in 1993
to address some of these issues. The TRACECA Program (Transport System Europe-
Caucasus-Asia, informally known as the Great Silk Road) was launched at a European
Union (EU) conference later that year. The EU conference brought together trade and
transport ministers from the Central Asian and Caucasian republics to initiate a transport
corridor on an West-East axis from Europe, across the Black Sea, through the Caucasus
and the Caspian Sea to Central Asia. In September 1998, twelve nations (including
Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Romania, Turkey, and Uzbekistan) signed a
multilateral agreement known as the Baku Declaration to develop the transport corridor
through closer economic integration of member countries, rehabilitation and development
of new transportation infrastructure, and by fostering stability and trust in the region.

How Many Oil Pipelines Will be Needed?
Exporters of Caspian oil have several options currently available to them. Kazakh oil
could be transported via the 200,000 bbl/d Atyrau-Samara pipeline from Kazakhstan to
Russia. Small amounts of oil could be shipped by rail and barge through Russia. In
addition, oil is being shipped across the Caspian from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan to
the port of Baku in Azerbaijan for further trans-shipment westward by rail and pipeline
(separate from the AIOC pipeline) to the Black Sea. Current expansion work will
increase the capacity for exports by Tengizchevroil on this route to 200,000 bbl/d by
2000. In addition, Kazakhstan signed an agreement in 1996 to begin oil swaps with Iran,
but swap volumes have been limited because of contract disputes and infrastructure
limitations in Iran. To meet the projected peak volumes from the Tengiz field and other
Kazakh projects, the Caspian Pipeline Consortium (CPC) has begun construction of a
1.34 million-bbl/d oil export pipeline that will bring Tengiz oil to the Russian Black Sea
port of Novorosiisk. CPC members include Russia (24%), Kazakhstan (19%), Chevron
(15%), LukArco (12.5%, Russia/United States) , Mobil (7.5%), Rosneft-Shell (7.5%,
Russia-U.K./Netherlands), Oman (7%), BG (2%, U.K.), Agip (2%, Italy), Kazakhstan
Pipeline Ventures (1.75%, Kazakhstan), and Oryx (1.75%, United States).

Oil from the AIOC venture in Azerbaijan will be exported along 2 routes in 1999.
Exports began in late 1997 along a northern route from Baku to Novorosiisk, the first of 2
“early oil” pipelines built to carry initial volumes of oil to world markets. AIOC Exports
are expected to increase with the completion of the western route for “early oil” from
Baku to the Georgian Black Sea port of Supsa in April 1999. These 2 routes have a
combined initial design capacity of about 200,000 bbl/d. These pipelines are insufficient
to carry the large oil flows expected from the AIOC and other projects. The AIOC has
not yet decided upon its Main Export Pipeline (MEP) route for a 1 million bbl/d pipeline.
On October 29, 1998, support for the Baku-Ceyhan route for the MEP was affirmed with
the signing of the Ankara Declaration by the governments of Azerbaijan, Georgia,
Kazakhstan, Turkey, and Uzbekistan, with Turkemenistan abstaining. The United States
has also backed this route. The final say on this pipeline route belongs to Azerbaijan,
which will own just over 50% of the pipeline. The AIOC has repeatedly delayed its
decision on this route because of concerns over costs. Alternatives to building the MEP
include expanding the early oil pipelines until oil flows from Azerbaijan become
significantly larger.
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The export routes that will be available to Caspian producers by 2000 will have a
capacity of over 600,000 bbl/d. Completion of the CPC and AIOC MEP pipelines would
add another 2.3 million bbl/d of capacity, which will be roughly sufficient to meet 2010
projected exports from the Caspian region of 3 million bbl/d. However, for export levels
to increase to over 5 million bbl/d over the next 20 years as projected, new export routes
and line expansions will need to be developed, with one possibility being the construction
of 2 new export pipelines with a capacity of 1 million bbl/d each.

How Many Natural Gas Pipelines Will be Needed?
Exporters of gas currently have 2 options available to them. Exporting through the
Russian gas pipeline system was the only option available for Caspian gas until 1997.
Although over 2 Tcf of Caspian Sea Region gas had been exported via this system in
1990, exports fell to 0.3 Tcf in 1997 because of disputes between Turkmenistan and the
Russian gas company Gazprom, a competitor with Turkmenistan, which owned the
pipelines. Turkmenistan and Gazprom have come to an agreement to allow Turkmenistan
to resume gas exports to Ukraine in 1999. Turkmenistan developed an alternative export
route by building a new pipeline from Ekarem (Turkmenistan) to the Iranian border.
Limited exports began in 1997, and the ultimate capacity of the pipeline will be 0.5 Tcf.

Neither of these pipeline options will allow gas from the Caspian Sea Region to compete
for a share of the Turkish gas market. Demand for natural gas in Turkey is projected to
quadruple within 20 years, and several independent estimates see Turkey’s annual
consumption reaching as high as 1.4 Tcf by 2020. In addition, there are no export options
available to supply gas to the Asian market, where energy demand is expected to grow
more rapidly than in any other part of the world.

For natural gas exports to reach these new markets, and for exports to realize their annual
potential of 3 Tcf by 2010 and over 5 Tcf within 20 years, several new pipelines will
need to be built. Most of the proposals call for pipelines with a capacity of 1 Tcf each, so
that 3 or more pipelines could be built, depending upon the extent to which the existing
Russian system will be used to supply gas to European markets. Of the proposed new
pipelines, the ones that are in the most advanced planning stages are the ones to bring gas
to Turkey, such as the trans-Caspian pipelines and trans-Iranian lines that are competing
to transport 1 Tcf annually to Turkey and European markets.

Options for Oil and Gas Export Routesiii

To China - Exxon, Mitsubishi, and China National Petroleum have submitted a
preliminary feasibility study for the construction of the world’s longest natural gas
pipeline from Turkmenistan to the Chinese coast, and perhaps continuing onwards to
Japan. A feasibility study for an oil pipeline from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan to China
is expected to be completed in 1999. Both pipelines faces numerous financial and
technical difficulties because of the distances and terrain along this route.

To Georgia: The western route for early oil from the AIOC passes from Baku,
Azerbaijan to the Georgian port of Supsa on the Black Sea. The pipeline is expected to
become operational by April 1999. Construction had been delayed because the route
initially incorporated existing pipelines that proved to be beyond repair. Construction of
new pipelines increased the cost of the project from $290 million to $500 million.
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Proposals have been made to increase to increase throughput along this route from the
original design capacity of 100,000 bbl/d to 300,000 bbl/d or even 600,000 bbl/d. In
addition, Georgia is also part of the Eurasian Transport Corridor (TRACECA), and
60,000 - 80,000 bbl/d of oil from the Tengiz project in Kazakhstan are carried by rail
across Azerbaijan and Georgia to the Black Sea. This total could increase by 140,000
bbl/d with the completion of new pipelines from Khashuri to the port of Batumi (separate
from the ones for the early AIOC oil) in 2000.

The western route has been proposed as one of 3 competing MEPs for oil from the AIOC.
The November 1998 Ankara declaration supporting a Baku-Ceyhan route for the
proposed MEP for crude oil from Azerbaijan proposed the routing of a portion of the
pipeline through Georgia.

Georgia also stands to become a major transit center for natural gas. The proposed trans-
Caspian gas pipeline agreed upon in the Ankara declaration would pass through Georgia
en route to Turkey along part of the route used by the Baku-Ceyhan oil pipeline. Natural
gas also could transit Georgia via a proposed north-south pipeline from Russia to eastern
Turkey, with one route also passing through Armenia en route.

Via Iran to the Persian Gulf or Turkey - Kazakhstan signed an agreement in 1996 to
begin oil swaps with Iran under which Kazakhstan sends oil to Iran’s Caspian Sea ports,
with Iran exporting an equivalent amount of Iranian oil from its Persian Gulf ports on
behalf of Kazakhstan. Under this arrangement, Kazakh oil is transported from the Iranian
Caspian Sea ports via pipeline, rail, and tanker trucks to Iran’s urban centers, and there is
a corresponding reduction in the amount of oil shipped to the urban centers by Iran from
its southern oil fields via the north-south pipeline. Monument Oil and Gas already has
been engaged in such swaps, and total volumes from Kazakhstan have been 30,000 bbl/d
- 40,000 bbl/d, though there have been contract disagreements that have limited volumes.
Volumes could rise with the expected completion of a new oil pipeline that would
increase transport capacity from the Iranian Caspian Sea port of Neka to Tehran to
370,000 bbl/d, and tie into the existing Iranian pipeline network. In addition,
Turkmenistan authorized Total in October 1998 to conduct a feasibility study for an oil
pipeline that would run from the Tengiz and Novy Uzen oil fields in Kazakhstan through
western Turkmenistan en route to Iran. The proposed pipeline would carry 500,000 bbl/d
- 1,000,000 bbl/d of Kazakh and Turkmen oil that would be sent to Iran on a swap basis.
The United States has opposed large-scale swap arrangements with Iran by American
companies.

Proposals have been made to export Caspian oil directly to the Persian Gulf. Iran has
suggested that the best export route for oil from Kazakhstan and Turkemenistan is
directly south through Iran via a proposed new pipeline to Tehran and Iran’s network of
pipelines and refineries. Iran also has suggested that Azerbaijan could transport its oil
through Iran, either by: 1) shipping oil eastwards from Baku across the Caspian to the
port of Turkmenbashi, Turkmenistan, where it could connect with the proposed new
pipeline; or 2) by transporting oil from Baku via a proposed 190-mile pipeline to Tabriz
in northwest Iran, where it would also connect with the existing Iranian pipeline network
and refineries. Several options are available to complete the transportation of this oil to
the Persian Gulf. One option is to connect with the original north-south pipeline, which
could be reversed to allow for the export of additional volumes of Caspian oil via the
Persian Gulf. Alternatively, the proposed pipeline bringing oil into Iran could be
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extended to the Persian Gulf. The Kazakhstan Pipeline Company (France) has already
offered to build a new 900,000-bbl/d pipeline linking Kazakhstan to the Persian Gulf.

Iran has also proposed that Azerbaijan’s MEP use an alternative route for the Baku-
Ceyhan pipeline that passes from Azerbaijan through northwestern Iran en route to
Turkey. The Iranian proposal suggests that this route would be cheaper than the current
proposal that passes through Georgia and northeastern Turkey, and would allow for
easier access to the Persian Gulf as well. The Iranian offer was formally rejected by the
Milli Majlis, the Azerbaijani parliamjent, in November 1998.

In late 1997, Turkmenistan completed an export pipeline for natural gas from Korpeje in
Turkmenistan to Kord-Kui in Iran. Exports volumes are projected to rise from 70 billion
cubic feet (bcf) in 1998 to 350 bcf early in the next century. This pipeline eventually
could link to a proposed gas pipeline passing through Iran to Turkey. Turkmenistan
signed a contract to export 100 bcf of gas a year initially to Turkey, but the volume could
eventually grow to 1 Tcf annually. Royal Dutch/Shell has completed a feasibility study
for a pipeline to be built across Iran to carry these volumes, and has determined that it
would be both technically and economically feasible. Construction of the Iranian sector
of this gas pipeline could face political difficulties because Iran is a competitor with
Turkmenistan for gas supplies to Turkey, and is considering delivering Iranian gas from
Kangan to Dogu-Bayazit (Turkey). In addition, Iran has recently proposed an alternative
to the Turkmenistan-Iran-Turkey line, offering instead to build a gas line from Serakhs in
southern Turkmenistan to Tehran. From there, it would connect with the existing Iranian
pipeline network. Turkmenistan has stated that this proposal is unacceptable because it
wants to export directly to Turkey at a fair price, and does not want its gas re-exported to
Turkey by Iran.

In addition, any large investment in Iran’s oil and gas sector would be problematic. U.S.
Presidential Executive Orders signed in 1995 prohibit U.S. companies from conducting
business with Iran. Furthermore, the U.S. Iran and Libya Sanctions Act of 1996 imposes
sanctions on non-U.S. companies that make large investments in the Iranian oil and gas
sectors.

To Pakistan via Afghanistan - Turkmenistan has signed a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) with Afghanistan and Pakistan to build a pipeline to carry natural
gas to Pakistan via Afghanistan (and possibly to India as well). These three countries plus
Uzbekistan also have signed an MOU to build an oil pipeline to Pakistan, with the two
pipelines sharing a common right-of-way for a portion of the route. This eastward route,
along with one to China, is one of the few alternatives to the Iranian route for exporting
Turkmeni oil and gas to Asian markets. In October 1997, a tripartite commission
comprising the Islamic State of Afghanistan, Turkmenistan, and Pakistan was formed to
start work on building this pipeline. Two competing groups, led by Bridas of Argentina
and Unocal of the United States, offered to build the pipelines.

No progress has been made on these pipelines due to the ongoing civil war in
Afghanistan. Following the August 20, 1998 U.S. bombing raids on suspected Afghan
strongholds of suspected terrorist Osama bin Laden, Unocal announced that it was
suspending work on the pipelines, and in December 1998, it withdrew from the
consortium (comprising the Turkmenistan government, Delta Oil (Saudi Arabia), Itochu
(Japan), Pakistan’s Crescent Group, Hyundai (South Korea), and Japan’s Indonesia
Petroleum Company). Unocal cited low oil prices, the turmoil in the region, and high
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risk. Bridas has stated that it would not need to wait for resolution of all political issues,
and that it would have the necessary finances to move forward with the gas pipeline
project on its own.

To Russia - Prior to the breakup of the Soviet Union, there was only one crude export
pipeline - the 200,000-bbl/d Atyrau-Samara pipeline from Kazakhstan to Russia - that
connected Caspian Sea oil production to the Russian crude oil export pipeline system and
world markets. Kazakhstan is still utilizing this pipeline, with plans to expand capacity of
the pipeline to 300,000 bbl/d. Expansion is expected to be completed in 1999.

The CPC has chosen the Tengiz-Novorosiisk route to transport Kazakh oil to world
markets. The CPC will refurbish an existing pipeline from Tengiz to the Astrakhan
region, and build a new pipeline from the Astrakhan region to the Black Sea port of
Novorosiisk. The pipeline is expected to be commissioned in mid-2001, but not reach its
full capacity of 1.34 million bbl/d until sometime in the next decade. The CPC received
final approval from the Russian government in November 1998 to build the pipeline,
allowing construction to begin. The Russian Academy of Sciences has estimated that
during its 35-40 year expected life, the pipeline could bring in about $33 billion in
revenues for the Russian government, including $23 billion in taxes (Kazakhstan’s tax
revenues were projected at $8 billion).

Novorosiisk also has been chosen as the terminus for the northern route for early oil
export route for AIOC oil. Initial exports, or “early oil”, began flowing by end-1997 at an
average rate of 40,000 bbl/d from the 100,000-bbl/d pipeline (design capacity) along a
northern route from Baku, Azerbaijan via Chechnya to the Russian Black Sea port of
Novorosiisk. Throughput on this line had been limited to 50,000 bbl/d because of
pumping limitations; proposals have been made to expand capacity on this line to
180,000 bbl/d or even 300,000 bbl/d. The Baku-Novorosiisk route also is a candidate for
the MEP for the AIOC in Azerbaijan. In October 1998, Transneft sent the results of a
feasibility study for this route to Azerbaijan.

Russia has recently begun discussions with officials from Turkmenistan on transporting
oil via Russian to world markets. The Russian Transport Ministry has proposed shipping
oil via tanker from Turkmenbashi to Russian ports on the Caspian Sea such as
Makhachkala and Astrakhan. From there, it would be shipped via rail to ports such as
Novorosiisk and Tuapse on the Black Sea. The Transport Ministry indicated that Mobil is
planning to transport 12,000 bbl/d along this route, and the Transport Ministry said that
total shipments from Turkmenistan could increase to 240,000 bbl/d as port facilities were
upgraded.

The existing Russian gas system could be expanded to allow Central Asian gas exports to
enter the Russian pipeline system to bring gas to Europe. Disputes between the Russian
gas company Gazprom and Turkmenistan led to a curtailment of exports from
Turkmenistan via Russian pipelines, although Turkmenistan and Gazprom recently have
agreed upon future shipments of Turkmen gas via Russia to Ukraine. Another proposal
has been to transport natural gas from Kazakhstan to a proposed new Liquefied Natural
Gas (LNG) terminal on the Taman peninsula in Russia, where it would be transported to
world markets via tankers.

Turkey could be served by using an existing Russian gas pipeline to Georgia and by
building a new pipeline from Georgia to Turkey, possibly passing through Armenia en
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route. Russian gas exports will compete with Caspian Sea gas to Turkey with the planned
Blue Stream pipeline that passes under the Black Sea from the Russian port of Tuapse
north of Georgia to the Turkish coastal city of Samsun.

Trans-Caspian Routes (other than to Russia)- Oil is being shipped across the Caspian
from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan to the port of Baku in Azerbaijan for further trans-
shipment westward to the Black Sea. Shipping volumes have risen from 2,000 bbl/d in
1996 to 20,000 bbl/d in 1997 and an estimated 60,000 bbl/d in 1998. These totals are
expected to rise further with expansions to pipeline, port, and rail infrastructure in
Azerbaijan and Georgia. The Tengizchevroil joint venture plans to export up to 200,000
bbl/d along this route by 2000 (the pipelines they will use are separate from those in the
western route for AIOC’s “early oil”). The expansions to the Sangachal oil terminal
facilities at the seaport in Dyubendi (30 miles northeast of Baku) will increase its
capacity to receive oil from 115,000 bbl/d to 500,000 bbl/d by mid-2001.

As Caspian production increases, trans-Caspian pipelines could bring increasing volumes
of oil and gas from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan across the Caspian. The cross-Caspian
pipelines would connect with other export pipelines from the Caspian region, such as the
proposed MEP. Eventually, the cross-Caspian pipelines could be connected on the east
with export routes flowing eastward as well. In December 1998, Royal Dutch/Shell,
Chevron, and Mobil signed an agreement with Kazakhstan to conduct a feasibility study
for twin oil and gas pipelines that would pass across the Caspian Sea from Kazakhstan to
Baku.

The United States has supported trans-Caspian routes for Central Asian oil and gas as an
alternative to pipelines passing though Iran. The U.S. Trade and Development Agency
funded a $750,000 feasibility study conducted by Enron for a natural gas pipeline from
Turkmenistan to Azerbaijan, and another feasibility study was also completed by Unocal.
Turkey and Turkmenistan signed a protocol to bring Turkmen gas to Turkey from
Turkmenbahsi (Turkmenistan) to Baku (Azerbaijan) using the trans-Caspian route,
continuing on to Turkey.

These trans-national pipelines have raised a series of Caspian Sea legal and
environmental issues amongst all of the Caspian littoral countries. Russia and Iran have
raised concerns about the environmental impact of Caspian Sea development, and in the
past have opposed the laying of trans-Caspian pipelines on ecological grounds. Territorial
disputes need to be resolved as well.

To Turkey - The Turkish port of Ceyhan is one of several oil export destinations being
considered for the MEP route for oil from Azerbiajan. On October 29, 1998, support for
this option was affirmed with the signing of the Ankara Declaration backing the Baku-
Ceyhan route. The declaration was signed by the governments of Azerbaijan, Georgia,
Kazakhstan, Turkey, and Uzbekistan, with Turkemenistan abstaining. The United States
also has backed this route. However, the cost of this route has been a major issue. Despite
Turkey’s assertions that Baku-Ceyhan would be economically viable, members of the
AIOC have delayed choosing a route, especially at a time of low world oil prices. Turkey
also is looking for gas supplies in addition to the earlier-referenced deal to import natural
gas from Turkmenistan via a pipeline that will likely cross Iran. The Ankara declaration
backs a proposed cross-Caspian natural gas pipeline from Turkmenistan-Azerbaijan that
would follow part of the Baku-Ceyhan oil pipeline route to bring gas to Turkey. The U.S.
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Trade and Development Agency awarded another grant in October 1998 to Turkish
pipeline concern Botas to evaluate the feasibility of the joint routes.

Iranian Issues
President Clinton signed Executive Orders in 1995 that prohibit U.S. companies and their
foreign subsidiaries from conducting business with Iran and Libya. In August 1996,
President Clinton signed the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA) of 1996. ILSA
imposed sanctions on non-U.S. companies investing more than $40 million annually in
the Iranian and Libyan oil and gas sectors. The maximum investment allowable dropped
to $20 million one year after enactment for countries not undertaking measures to inhibit
Iran’s actions in supporting international terrorism and pursuit of weapons of mass
destruction. ILSA requires that sanctions be imposed for a minimum of 2 years. These
prohibitions in ILSA, as well as other Executive Orders, would likely apply to any joint-
use arrangements in the Caspian Sea, including the Iranian sector of the Caspian Sea.

The U.S. State Department decided in July 1997 that proposed exports of natural gas
from Turkmenistan to Turkey via Iran did not technically violate U.S. law. In addition,
the State Department has opposed large-scale oil swaps with Iran by U.S. companies.

Kazakhstan Oil and Gas Pipelines iv

Oil Pipeline Network
KazTransOil was created in April 1997 to manage Kazakhstan’s pipeline network, with
the state owning 100% of its shares. KazTransOil currently transports about 80% of the
oil produced in Kazakhstan, but will face competition when the CPC pipeline becomes
operational in 2001. Over the next five years, KazTransOil will need $300 million for
pipeline modernization and repair, and will invest $1 billion by 2015. Modernization will
be financed by the use of higher tariffs. Saudi Arabia’s Alsuwaiket group has signed a
contract to modernize and expand the oil pipeline network.

Kazakhstan’s largest oil export line is the Western Kazakhstan pipeline system that
transports oil from fields in Atyrau and Mangistau in the northern Caspian region to
Russia. This 1,800-mile pipeline runs from Uzen-Atyrau-Samara, and accounts for 75%
of Kazakhstan’s oil exports. Although it has a capacity of 240,000 bbl/d, exports have
been less because Kazakstan’s annual oil export quota through the Russian pipeline
system had been as little as 70,000 bbl/d in 1998. The 2000 quota was increased to
170,000 bbl/d, and the pipeline’s capacity will be increased to 310,000 bbl/d with the
addition of another pumping station. The other export pipeline is the Kenkyak-Orsk line
that transports oil from western Kazakhstan to Russia. This pipeline runs from the
Aktyubinsk fields to the Orsk refinery in Russia, and has a capacity of 130,000 bbl/d.

Oil is imported via the Eastern Kazakhstan and Central Asia pipeline system that
transports oil 1,268 miles from Russia to southern Kazakhstan. The pipeline has a
capacity of 460,000 bbl/d, and brings Siberian oil to the Pavlodar refinery in Kazakhstan.
The other major pipeline transports oil from the Kumkol fields in central Kazakhstan to
the Shymkent refinery in southern Kazakhstan.
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Natural Gas Distribution Network
In general, the Kazakh gas sector faces a lack of infrastructure, especially pipelines.
Although six gas pipelines connect Kazakhstan to other Central Asian republics and
Russia, gas producing areas within Kazakhstan in the west are not connected to
consuming areas such as the populous southeast and industrial north. As a result,
Kazakhstan has two separate gas pipeline networks, with Kazakhgaz responsible for
distribution in the west, and Alaugaz responsible for distribution in the southeast.
Construction of an internal pipeline to transport gas from Kazakhstan’s western field to
all oblasts in Kazakhstan is under consideration.

Kazakhstan exports its gas production from the west to Russia, and imports 40% of its
natural gas consumption needs from Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. In October 1999,
Uzbekistan agreed to renew exports to Kazakhstan, subject to adherence to a plan to pay
$1.5 million in debt for past deliveries. Kazakhstan cut off gas supplies to Kyrgyzstan for
lack of payment in 1999. Kazakhstan also imports a small amount from Russia, and
Kazakhstan has considered an old Soviet plan to import natural gas from West Siberia.
However, Uzbekistan stopped deliveries in 1998 because of unpaid bills.

Caspian Regional Conflictv

Development of Caspian oil and gas resources and export routes has been slowed by
regional conflict, political instability, and lack of regional cooperation. Many of the
proposed export routes pass through areas where conflicts remain unresolved. Most of
these are in the Transcaucasus part of the Caspian region, where conflicts in Georgia, the
Chechnya portion of Russia, and between Armenia and Azerbaijan, hinder the
development of export routes westward from the Caspian. In addition, a civil war outside
the Caspian region in Afghanistan has hindered exports southeastwards. To counter the
belief that Caspian oil and gas development and the transnational pipelines would benefit
everybody (and thereby result in increased regional cooperation and harmony), Armenian
Foreign Minister Varten Osakanian stated that he expected these resources and pipelines
to cause incite more disputes in the short run.

Afghanistan
 A MOU has been signed to build a natural gas pipeline stretching from Turkmenistan to
Pakistan (and perhaps India) via Afghanistan. In addition, the proposed Central Asia Oil
Pipeline would also pass from Turkmenistan through Afghanistan en route to a Pakistani
port on the Arabian Sea. However, the ongoing civil war has prevented the projects from
going forward. While all of the major Afghan factions have agreed in principle to the
construction of the pipelines, the pipelines may not attract the necessary financing
without a peace settlement and international recognition of the government in
Afghanistan. Although the Taliban control 95% of Afghan territory, only the United Arab
Emirates, Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia had recognized the Taliban government as of late
1998. Afghan support for Osama bin Laden, and the recent U.S. bombing raids on his
suspected strongholds in Afghanistan, also have reduced the likelihood for international
financing of the project.
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Armenia-Azerbaijan
 The western route for early oil from Azerbaijan passes just north of the breakaway Azeri
region of Nagorno-Karabakh. Populated by ethnic Armenians, Nagorno-Karabakh had
been an autonomous region under Soviet rule. Soon after Azerbaijan’s independence in
1991, Armenian separatists declared control of an area equal to about 20% of
Azerbaijan’s territory. A Russian-mediated ceasefire has been in place since May 1994,
and Russia, the United States, and France have tried to bring the sides closer together.
Azeri President Aliyev has offered to route an oil pipeline through Armenia en route to
Turkey, which would give Armenia transit revenues from the pipeline, in exchange for
Armenian withdrawal from the occupied territories. Armenia has refused, and serious
consideration of pipelines running from Azerbaijan through Armenia to the west remains
unlikely as long as the conflict remains unresolved; skirmishes still flare along the
Armenian border with Azerbaijan.

Relationships between Russia and Azerbaijan were strained when it became known that
Russia had shipped over $1 billion of arms to Armenia from 1993 to 1995. In the
meantime, Armenia and Russia signed an updated friendship treaty at the end of the
summer, as well as a deal to create a joint venture with Gazprom of Russia to supply
Armenia with natural gas. Armenia’s fuel supplies had been constrained by the Azeri
blockade that followed the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. Following the imposition of that
blockade, the United States passed section 907 of the Freedom Support Act in October
1992, which restricts U.S. government assistance to Azerbaijan until Azerbaijan has
taken “demonstrable steps to cease all blockades and other offensive uses of force against
Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh”. In October 1998, U.S. legislation was approved that
permitted some exemptions (including the U.S. Export-Import Bank, the Overseas
Private Investment Corporation—OPIC, and the Trade and Development Agency) from
the bans contained in section 907.

Georgia
The western route for early oil from Azerbaijan goes from Baku to the Georgian port of
Supsa on the Black Sea, and several other proposed pipeline routes also pass through
Georgia. Pipeline construction on the western route was suspended briefly in October
1998 because of fighting between government forces and those led by Akaki Eliava, a
supporter of the late Georgian President Gamsakhurdia. In addition, Georgian President
Shevardnaze escaped assassination attempts in 1995 and 1998 that were reported to have
been linked to disputes over construction of oil pipelines through Georgian territory.

The proposed pipeline routes pass near several regions of Georgia that have been the site
of separatist struggles, such as Abkhazia (northwest Georgia) and Ossetia (north central
Georgia). Abkhazia won a civil war with Georgia in 1992-1993, and has demanded to be
a sovereign republic with minimal ties to Georgia. Georgia has expressed a willingness to
grant Abkhazia some autonomy. Talks have continued to resolve the standoff, including
proposals to route future oil pipelines across the rebel region, on the premise that
economic cooperation could help bring peace to the region. The port of Supsa, the
terminus of the western route for “early oil” from the AIOC, is 12 miles from a buffer
zone between Abkhazia and Georgia.
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A coup attempt in 1998 led the chairman of the National Independence Party to call for
NATO or the United States to station a military contingent in Georgia to protect Caspian
oil transport. In December 1998, representatives from the GUAM Group (Georgia,
Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Moldova) held talks about setting up a special peacekeeping force
to protect the oil export pipelines. Proposals were made to work with NATO to set up this
force within the framework of the Partnership for Peace Program, which was established
by NATO to strengthen ties with former Eastern Bloc and former Soviet states.

Russia/Chechnya
The northern route for early oil from Azerbaijan passes for 80 miles through the Russian
republic of Chechnya en route to the Black Sea port of Novorosiisk. Russian troops
entered Chechnya in December 1994, and after almost 2 years of fighting, a peace
agreement was reached. As part of that agreement, resolution of Chechnya’s call for
independence was postponed for up to 5 years. The peace agreement cleared the way for
the July 1997 tripartite agreement between Azerbaijan, Chechnya, and Russia on early oil
exports from Azerbaijan. While the deal allowed necessary repairs to begin on the
existing oil pipeline, it did not settle the issues of regional security and pipeline tariffs.
Chechnya and Russian transport company, Transneft, have also clashed in the past over
the issue of tariffs and war reparations from Russia. Russia has offered to provide
economic aid to Chechnya on the condition that Chechnya secures the safety of the
northern route for early oil that passes through its borders.

Deadlocks over negotiations prompted Russia to announce that it would build another
pipeline that would bypass Chechnya. One proposed alternative pipeline would use the
northern route, but would add a new segment that would pass along the Chechen border
in the southern Russian republic of Dagestan, and then go on towards the Stavropol
region, ending at Terskoye in North Ossetia. Russian Fuel and Energy Minister
Generalov stated in November 1998 that a lack of funding could cause this project to be
shelved. In October 1998, Russia made another proposal to build a new pipeline from
Baku, Azerbaijan via Dagestan to Novorosissk in Russia, but the proposal was rejected
by SOCAR of Azerbaijan. Dagestan has security concerns of its own, including the rise
of rival factions. In May 1998, the seat of government in Makhachkala was stormed by a
rival gang, and the failed coup resulted in accusations by the chairman of the Dagestan
Supreme Council that the United States had supported the coup attempt as a means of
discouraging interest in a Baku-Novorosissk route for AIOC’s MEP.

However, Chechnya has pipeline ambitions of its own. The Chechen government has a
declared goal of building an oil export pipeline from Grozny to a Black Sea in Georgia as
means of obtaining economic independence.

Caspian -- Boporus/Black Sea Issuesvi

Many of the proposed export routes from the Caspian region pass westwards through the
Black Sea and the Bosporus en route to the Mediterrean Sea and world markets. The
ports of the Black Sea, along with those in the Baltic Sea, were the primary oil export
routes of the former Soviet Union, and the Black Sea remains the largest outlet for
Russian oil exports. Exports through the Bosporus have grown since the breakup of the
Soviet Union in 1991, and there is growing concern that projected Caspian Sea export
volumes exceed the ability of the Bosporus to accommodate the tanker traffic. Caspian
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oil exports via Black Sea ports are expected to increase to 500,000 bbl/d in 2000, and the
completion of the CPC pipeline during the next decade could increase oil flows by
another 1.3 MMBD. The extent to which additional oil flows through the Black Sea
and/or Bosporus depends upon the routing of the 1-MMBD MEP from Azerbaijan, as
well as the location of export routes to transport an additional 2 MMBD of projected oil
exports in the next 10-20 years.

Bosporus/Turkish Straits
This 17-mile long waterway divides Asia from Europe and connects the Black Sea with
the Mediterranean Sea

Oil Flows (1998E): 1.7 million barrels/day (0.2 million barrels/day eastbound).

Destination of Oil Exports: Western and Southern Europe;

Main Concerns: Only half a mile wide at its narrowest point, the Turkish Straits are one
of the world’s most difficult-to-navigate waterways. Many of the proposed export routes
for forthcoming production from the Caspian Sea region pass westwards through the
Black Sea and the Turkish Straits en route to the Mediterrean Sea and world markets. The
ports of the Black Sea, along with those in the Baltic Sea, were the primary oil export
routes of the former Soviet Union, and the Black Sea remains the largest outlet for
Russian oil exports. Exports through the Turkish Straits have grown since the breakup of
the Soviet Union in 1991, and there is growing concern that projected Caspian Sea export
volumes exceed the ability of the Turkish Straits to accommodate the tanker traffic.
Turkey is concerned that that the projected increase in large oil tankers would pose a
serious navigational safety and environmental threats to the Turkish Straits.

Turkey
Turkey is concerned that that the projected increase in large oil tankers would pose a
serious navigational safety and environmental threats to the Bosporus. These concerns are
recognized in customary international law and reflected in the Law of the Sea
Convention. Turkey plans to install new radar and navigation systems to improve the
safety and operation of the Bosporus. However, the Turkish government has argued that
this is not enough, and has implemented new rules in November 1998 that limit shipping
in the Bosporus, and also reserved the right to increase transit fees five-fold. Turkey also
stated that as of the year 2000, it would limit oil exports via the Black Sea to reduce the
expected increase in tanker traffic through the Bosporus. Turkey is required to keep the
Bosporus open to all ship traffic under the Montreux Convention of 1936; however, the
International Maritime Organization has agreed to consider Turkish proposals for
increased safety restrictions.

However, export routes which bypass the Bosporus will eventually have to carry most of
the Caspian oil exports. To resolve the anticipated problems in the Bosporus, Turkey has
proposed the construction of a pipeline from the Caspian region to the port of Ceyhan on
Turkey’s Mediterranean coast.

Alternate plans
These have included exporting oil via the Black Sea but bypassing the Bosporus:
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Bulgaria
In January 1997, Greece agreed with Bulgaria and Russia on a plan to build a 200-mile-
long oil pipeline linking the Bulgarian port of Burgas on the Black Sea with
Alexandroupolis on the Mediterranean coast of Greece. AMBO’s (Albanian-
Macedonian-Bulgarian Oil) Trans-Balkan Oil Pipeline proposal calls for the construction
of a bypass pipeline from Burgas to Albania’s Adriatic port of Vlore.

Moldova
In October 1998, officials from Azerbaijan visited Chisinau to explore the possibility of
transporting Caspian oil through Moldova, although no commitments were made.

Romania
The Romanian government has proposed that tanker shipments of Caspian oil could pass
across the Black Sea to the port of Constanta, one of the busiest in Europe after
Rotterdam. Barges could then transport the oil to Germany via the Danube-Main-Rhine
link. Romania also has suggested that its own distribution could be used to transport the
oil into other European lines.

Pipeline links via Romania also have been proposed. The South-East European Line
(SEEL) would transport 660,000 bbl/d of oil from the Romanian port of Constanta on the
Black Sea to the Italian port of Trieste on the Adriatic Sea. The pipeline would be used
mostly to provide oil to the countries along the route. Several alternatives exist for the
route, with the southern route passing through Yugoslavia and Croatia en route to
Slovenia and Italy, and northern ones through Hungary that bypass Yugoslavia and/or
Croatia altogether.

Ukraine
The Ukraine has made several proposals in an effort to be included into the transport
network for Caspian Sea oil. The primary one calls for Ukraine to use its port of Odessa
to import Caspian oil flowing westwards across the Black Sea, and to transport it via
pipeline to Brody, where it would tie into the existing Druzhba pipeline network that
brings Russian oil into central Europe. As part of this plan, Ukraine is building the
Pivdenny (Yuzhnyi) oil terminal near Odessa with an ultimate capacity of 800,000 bbl/d,
and also a new 600,000 bbl/d - 800,000 bbl/d pipeline from Odessa to Brody, Ukraine
where it would connect with the southern Druzhba line. Further links could be made by
extending the line 190 miles to the northern Druzhba line at Adamowa Zastawa in
Poland. The U.S. Trade and Development Agency agreed to fund a feasibility study of
the Odessa-Brody pipeline. In addition, the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development loaned $100 million for the reconstructing the Odessa oil terminal.

Ukraine has argued that this route is the cheapest way to bring Caspian oil to northern
Europe, and estimates that transport costs would be less to northern Germany using the
Ukranian route. In addition, the Ukrainian route would not dilute the quality of low-sulfur
oil by blending it with high-sulfur oil as would be the case on the Baku-Novorosiisk
route. About half of the Odessa-Grody pipeline has been built, with completion expected
within the next 2 years. However, construction of the Pivdenny oil terminal has stopped
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after being 20% completed, and Ukraine has been seeking financing to complete the
project.

Another variant calls for transporting Caspian Sea oil to Ukraine via a spur from the
proposed Baku-Ceyhan pipeline. Under this proposal, a 350-mile north-south pipeline
costing $2.7 billion would be built from Ceyhan on the Mediterranean coast to Samsun,
Turkey on the Black Sea. From there, oil could be shipped by sea to the Pivdenny oil
terminal. This proposal would give Ukraine access to both Caspian oil and Middle
Eastern oil from the Strategic Pipeline bringing Iraqi oil to Ceyhan. This plan would be
more expensive because it would involve numerous transhipments from one
transportation mode to another. An agreement on pipeline construction with Turkey along
this route was ratified in 1997 by the parliaments of both countries, but the agreement has
not been implemented both because of a lack of financing, and because the Ukrainian
legislature did not guarantee a minimum flow of 500,000 bbl/d through the pipeline.

Caspian Sea Legal Issuesvii

Legal questions have slowed but not stopped development in the Caspian region. Legal
issues surrounding the Caspian Sea’s resources revolve around whether development
rights are governed by treaties signed between the former Soviet Union and Iran (which
did not establish seabed boundaries or discuss oil and gas exploration), and whether the
Caspian is a body of water affected by the Law of the Sea (inland lakes are not covered
by this law). If the Law of the Sea convention were applied to the Caspian Sea, full
maritime boundaries of the five littoral states bordering the Caspian would be established
based upon an equidistant division of the sea and undersea resources into national sectors.
If the Law were not applied, the Caspian and its resources could be developed jointly.
The five littoral states have set up a Caspian Center in Baku to coordinate efforts to
resolve these disputes.

Azerbaijan
Azerbaijan has called for the Law of the Sea to be applied, and has advocated the
establishment of maritime boundaries into national sectors based along median lines.
Boundaries would follow those established and recognized under the Soviet Union to
delineate republic sectors for oil exploration and development. Azerbaijan is currently
involved with Turkmenistan in a dispute over where to draw the median lines, and
Azerbaijan’s Foreign Ministry has objected to the Iranian decision to award Royal
Dutch/Shell and Lasmo a license to conduct seismic surveys in a region that Azerbaijan
considers to fall in Azeri territory.

Iran
Iran insists that regional treaties signed in 1921 and 1940 between Iran and the former
Soviet Union are valid, and wants all Caspian littoral states to approve any offshore oil
developments until the legal status of the Caspian Sea is agreed upon by all of the littoral
countries. The Kazakhstan-Russia agreement was rejected by Iran as not valid or
officially recognized by Iran. Iran and Turkmenistan issued a joint statement in July 1998
stating that they hoped to see the coastal zones divided into national sectors, with the
middle of the Caspian Sea subject to common ownership. Iran has indicated a willingness
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to divide the Caspian into national sectors, provided there is equal division of the Caspian
Sea, so that the Caspian Sea would be divided into 5 equal parts of 20% each. Iran
opposes the laying of trans-Caspian pipelines on ecological and other grounds.

Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan has supported Azerbaijan’s view for the establishment of national sectors,
but has stated that cooperation on the environment, fishing, and navigation would be
beneficial. In 1997, Kazakhstan signed a communique with Turkmenistan pledging to
divide their sections of the Caspian along median lines, and in July 1998 Kazakhstan
signed a bilateral agreement with Russia (that has not yet been ratified) dividing the
northern Caspian seabed along median lines between the 2 countries. Both of these
agreements are interim until the status of the Caspian Sea is settled between all of the
littoral states.

Russia
The Russian position has varied over time. Russia initially argued that neither the Law of
the Sea nor its precedents applied because the Caspian is an enclosed sea, and that
regional treaties signed in 1921 and 1940 between Iran and the former Soviet Union are
valid. In December 1996, Russia called for joint navigation rights, joint management of
fisheries and environmental protection, and the establishment of an interstate committee
of all boundary states to license exploration in a joint-use zone in the center of the
Caspian beyond a 45-nautical-mile exclusive national zone, and a joint corporation of
these states to exploit these resources. In July 1998, however, Russia signed a bilateral
agreement with Kazakhstan dividing the northern Caspian seabed along median lines
between the 2 countries, with the waters (covering issues such as shipping, fishing, and
environment) remaining under joint ownership. Under this accord, Russian agreements
with Iran on the division of the Caspian that date back to Soviet days would remain valid
until an overall agreement is reached among all Caspian littoral states. This agreement
has not been ratified by the parliaments of either country, and some members of the
Russian Duma said that they would oppose the agreement, suggesting instead the creation
of a joint company among the littoral states to develop the Caspian’s resources.

Turkmenistan
Turkmenistan’s position is still evolving. It initially supported Russia’s proposal for a
45-mile nautical zone at a November 1996 meeting in Ashgabat of the foreign ministers
from the five littoral states. At that meeting, Turkmenistan signed a protocol with Iran
and Russia to develop a joint-stock company to develop the energy resources in the
national zones of the three countries. However, Turkmenistan has changed its position
since then. In February 1997, the presidents of Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan signed a
statement calling for a division of the Caspian Sea based upon Soviet-era divisions until
the littoral states agreed upon a new status for the Caspian.

Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan issued a statement in February 1998 that said that both
countries agreed that the Caspian Sea between Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan would be
divided along a median line, but disagreements over where to draw that line caused a
dispute over a field called Kyapaz by Azerbaijan and Serdar by Turkmenistan.
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Azerbaijan reached a preliminary agreement to develop this field in July, and
Turkmenistan laid claim to it by including it as part of its Block 30 licensing in
September. Although negotiations are continuing, no resolution of the issue has been
made.

Iran and Turkmenistan issued a joint communique in July 1998 stating the importance of
a consensus among the littoral states, and President Niyazov stated that Turkmenistan
shares Iran’s view that the Caspian should be divided equally and that negotiations
should be multilateral. Turkmenistan opposed the Kazakhstan-Russia agreement because
it was not reached through multilateral agreement between all of the littoral states. In
October 1998, President Niyzaov offered to agree to a division of the Caspian into
national sectors, although no specific proposals were given.

The United States has supported the principle that the resolution of the legal status of the
Caspian Sea must be decided by the five littoral states.

Caspian Sea Region: Environmental Issuesviii

As the meeting point of the Middle East, Europe, and Asia, the Caspian Sea is home to
cold, continental deserts and semi-deserts in the north and east, as well as warmer
mountain and highland systems in the southwest and south. The coastal wetlands of the
Caspian include many shallow, saline pools, which attract a variety of birdlife and
biodiversity—over 400 species are unique to the Caspian. As the largest inland body of
water on earth, the Caspian Sea, which is surrounded by Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan,
Russia, and Turkmenistan, is also home to the famous osyetr—the Russian term for
sturgeon—which produce the eggs necessary for the caviar industry.

Although oil production and development have taken place in present-day Azerbaijan for
more than 100 years, the dissolution of the Soviet Union, along with the discovery of
significant new oil and gas reserves in the Caspian region, led to heightened interest
(including concern for the environment) in the region. While the economic decline that
accompanied the breakup of the Soviet Union has reduced industrial production in the
region (and the resultant flow of contaminants into the Caspian), years of neglect have
left the sea in a precarious position environmentally.

Untreated waste from the Volga River, into which half the population of Russia—and
most of its heavy industry—drains its sewage, empties directly into the Caspian Sea. Oil
extraction and refining complexes in Baku and Sumgayit in Azerbaijan are major sources
of land-based pollution, and offshore oil fields, refineries, and petrochemical plants have
generated large quantities of toxic waste, run-off, and oil spills. In addition, radioactive
solid and liquid waste deposits near the Gurevskaya nuclear power plant in Kazakhstan
are polluting the Caspian as well.

As economic activity in the region rebounds, previous discharge and non-point source
contamination levels can be expected to resume, further polluting the sea and
endangering the region’s inhabitants. The impact on human health has been measurable,
and the Caspian’s sturgeon catch has decreased dramatically in recent years, from 30,000
tons in 1985 to 13,300 tons in 1990 and then to as low as 2,100 tons in 1994. Thus, there
is an urgent need to address contamination of the Caspian environment by heavy
industry, agriculture, oil production, and power generation.
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Oil Pollution and Other Environmental Problems
The collapse of the Soviet Union exposed the regime’s poor environmental record in the
Caspian. Rusty derricks, poisoned soil and water, pools of oil scum, and well fires that
burned for years were byproducts of the Soviets’ oil exploitation in the Caspian region,
and many Soviet-era wells remain in place. Although the new oil rush is more sensitive to
environmental issues—in this regard, the involvement of Western companies using more
up-to-date technology might actually lead to a small environmental improvement—the
long history of contamination, combined with short-term economic pressures to exploit
the sea’s potential, will mean that threats to the Caspian environment will continue to
loom large.

Industry, oil production, and transportation have been the source of severe air, water, and
soil pollution in the Caspian region. Systematic water sampling in different parts of the
Caspian Basin show contamination from phenols, oil products, and other sources.
Mineral deposit exploration, particularly oil extraction and pipeline construction, have
contributed to the pollution of about 30,000 hectares of land.

The most acute soil degradation problems are on the Absheron Peninsula in Azerbaijan,
where a century’s worth of oil production has left the land heavily contaminated. Scant
environmental consideration was given to industrial and energy development in
Azerbaijan, with disastrous consequences: oil production has left behind vast areas of
wasteland, with standing oil ponds and severely contaminated soil, a shore along Baku
Bay that is black with oil residue, and high levels of pollution in the Caspian Sea.

Although the decline in industrial and agricultural output has reduced air pollution and
discharges into the Caspian, pollution from oil fields, refineries, and power plants
continues at high rates due to the use of outdated technology malfunctioning equipment.
However, Azerbaijan is becoming more concerned with environmental issues. In
September 1998, representatives of SOCAR, the Azeri state-run oil industry, observed an
oil spill exercise conducted by Briggs Marine Environmental Services, which has agreed
to train crews from Azerbaijan on the use of oil spill response measures. In addition,
World Bank representatives have met with officials in Baku to launch an emergency
Environmental Investment Project.

While Azerbaijan has been hardest hit by pollution from oil exploitation, other littoral
and neighboring states also have been adversely affected. In Kazakhstan, environmental
tests conducted recently noted that cases of blood disease, tuberculosis, and other
diseases are four times more common in the Caspian area than on average in Kazakhstan.
Although the tests showed that the environmental contamination in the northeast Caspian
is less than what has been recorded previously, water which has been contaminated by oil
products in Kazakhstan is still used for drinking water. This contamination is cited as a
main reason for intestinal infections in Kazakhstan’s coastal areas.

In response, Prime Minister Nurlan Balgimbayev of Kazakhstan has stated that all
foreign companies interested in the Caspian Sea must be ready to meet guidelines on
environmental safety. The European Bank of Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
is offering technical aid for estimating the environmental impact of oil and gas
development projects.
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Oil Transport Issues
In addition to the health and environmental threats due to oil production in the Caspian,
the sea’s geographic location complicates the issue. Because the Caspian is land-locked,
in order to reach world markets all oil produced there has to be transported via pipeline,
which increases the environmental risks. Illegal tapping of the Baku-Novorossiisk
pipeline in Chechnya already has caused major leakage problems.

Environmental questions surrounding the Bosporus in particular and the Black Sea in
general have also begun to factor heavily in the choice of export routes for Caspian oil.
Turkey has argued against export routes that utilize the Black Sea because the projected
increase in large oil tankers would pose serious navigational, safety, and environmental
threats to the Bosporus.

In addition, the northern Caspian is home to more the 80% of the Caspian’s netted fish,
and is characterized by relatively shallow waters and the lack of currents, making it more
difficult to regenerate its natural resources in the event of an environmental problem.
Tanker traffic and trans-Caspian pipelines potentially could impact fish migration routes.

Waste Discharges
Approximately 130 large and small rivers flow into the Caspian, nearly all of which flow
into the north or west coast. The Volga River, the sea’s largest single source, splits into a
thousand smaller streams as it flows through a largely uninhabited delta feeding into the
Caspian Sea. This marsh serves as a filter, cleansing the river of some of the upstream
pollution, but sufficient amounts still reach the Caspian to cause major imbalances,
especially in the shallow north basin which has limited absorption capacity.

The Caspian still has miles of undeveloped coastline, especially along the eastern shore in
Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan where there are no permanent inflows. Yet the south end
of the sea is a deep, dark gray, polluted with the discharges from sewer pipes and factory
drains from the five littoral states. Air pollution from Tehran, due largely to the
abundance of old cars that lack catalytic converters, falls out in the Caspian when the
wind blows the smog north from Iran, contributing to the sea’s environmental problem.

However, waste discharges—both from industrial sources such as oil operations and
mining and municipal sewage—account for the lion’s share of pollution in the Caspian.
The World Bank has estimated that a million cubic meters of untreated industrial
wastewater is discharged into the Caspian annually. A major culprit is the Azeri coastal
city of Sumgayit: during the Soviet era, the city was planned as a model center for
petrochemical industries, but in an effort to keep up with the continually increasing
production quotas, the environment was subjugated to industrial goals. Hundreds of
thousands of tons of toxic wastes each year were released into the atmosphere or dumped
into a creek that fed into the Caspian.

The result was predictable: pollution overwhelmed the sea around Sumgayit and Baku,
creating a virtual dead zone, and the area witnessed a dramatic rise in stillbirths and
miscarriages. The legacy lives on, as untreated sewage is still dumped into the Caspian,
and mercury-contaminated sludge wastes (from the use of mercury in chlor-alkali
production) are accumulating. Because the wastes often are stored inadequately, ground
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water contamination and leakage into the Caspian Sea is likely. Discharges of processed
water already have severely contaminated sea bottom sediments in the Caspian.

Scientists have expressed concern that new offshore drilling could discharge harmful
pollutants into the sea. Muftakh Diarov, director of the Research Center for Regional
Environmental Problems, stated that “pollution of the Caspian Sea from waste waters
containing high concentrations of dangerous substances used at the Sunkar drilling barge
has been occurring since the first day of operations.” Diarov said analysis of the waste
water, carried out at the laboratory of the Atyrau region’s division of the Environmental
Protection Agency, showed that it contained concentrations 180 times higher than
acceptable for ammonia salts, 188 times higher for nitrates, and 220 times higher for
phenols.

Sea Rise
In addition to the man-made pollution that has adversely affected the Caspian, the sea has
exhibited a curious natural variation in its water level that has created more
environmental problems and wrought havoc on coastal infrastructure. Since 1978, the sea
level has risen almost 7.5 feet—flooding in coastal zones has inundated residential areas,
transport, telecommunications and energy infrastructure, chemical and petrochemical
industries, croplands and hatcheries, forcing thousands of residents to be evacuated from
flooded homes. In Turkmenistan, the town of Dervish, which is detached from the
western part of the mainland, is turning into an island due to the rise in sea level, and
Cheleken and Karakul are sinking into the water as well.

Gradual flooding has precipitated abrasive erosion of sea shelves, endangering oil
infrastructure, and the rising seawater threatens to flood oil wells along the coast and
cause spills directly into the sea. In addition to the danger posed to oil fields in
Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan, the sea-level rise results in changes in water regime,
hydrochemical regime of river mouths, dynamics and chemical composition of
groundwater, structure and productivity of biological communities in the littoral and in
river mouths, sediment deposition patterns, pollution by heavy metals, petroleum
products, synthetic substances, radioactive isotopes, and other substances. Up to 100,000
people in coastal cities and towns in Azerbaijan alone have been affected by the spread of
toxic wastes, contamination of water supplies, and the loss of infrastructure.

The sea’s rise has confounded scientists and engineers who have monitored the sea level.
From 1933-1941, experts recorded that the Caspian’s water level consistently decreased,
by a total of 5.5 feet. The pattern of sea level increase since 1978 has played havoc with
engineers who have attempted to deal with the natural water variation. For example, at
the beginning of the 20th century, the strait between the Garabogazkol Gulf in
Turkmenistan and the Caspian allowed for significant water flow to the smaller basin.  As
the sea level fell in the mid-20th century, the flow consistently decreased. In March 1980,
Soviet engineers constructed a solid dam across the Strait to stem any further drop in sea
level.

However, the average sea level had already begun to increase in 1978, and by September
1984 planners were forced to open a spillway in the dam to permit some discharge of
water in the Gulf. The dam also created other environmental problems: in addition to
barring sturgeon from their spawning grounds, the dam dried up what had been a stable
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salt lagoon. The result was salt-laden dust storms that turned surrounding towns and
villages into ghost towns. Desertification and other environmental damage accelerated
until the dam was finally demolished in June 1992. This example highlights the difficulty
in anticipating natural variations in the hydrologic cycle and creating engineering works
to counter this natural variability effectively.

Environmental Legislation and Regulation
Complicating these environmental problems is the dispute surrounding the legal rights to
the Caspian’s resources. The argument among the littoral states over a method for
dividing the Caspian still has not been resolved. While Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan
advocate the sector method of dividing the sea, Iran, Russia, and Kazakhstan, whose
sectors are not as resource-rich, advocate a plan that would divide the seas’s resources
among the littoral states more equally.

Negotiations on legal issues surrounding the Caspian Sea include the resolution of
environmental concerns. Both Iran and Russia have opposed the laying of trans-Caspian
pipelines and objected to oil and gas development projects in the Caspian on
environmental grounds. Russian parliamentary hearings on the final status of the Caspian
Sea called for accelerating the signing of the Agreement on Preservation and Rational
Use of Caspian Sea Bio-Resources, and for creating more stringent protection of the
Caspian.

Following talks about the division of the northern Caspian between Kazakhstan and
Russia, Russia called for uniform environmental requirements to be applied in the area
along Russian policies, while noting that the agreement stated that the Caspian’s water is
an asset of both countries. However, companies involved in exploration and drilling in
the Caspian shelf have complained of overlapping environmental authorities, conflicting
regulation between local and national authorities, and the lack of specific environmental
regulations that are required in environmental laws. In Azerbaijan, for example, the
country’s Energy Law appears to be in direct contradiction to its Subsoil Law.

In Kazakhstan, the fear of losing the country’s competitive edge and scaring off investors
has made the government reluctant to issue regulations endorsing more rigorous
environmental standards, according to Muftakh Diarov, director of the Research Center
for Regional Environmental Problems. In addition, Diarov asserts, Kazakhstan has not
adopted more stringent environmental standards because currents in the Caspian transport
pollution from the Caspian shelf into Russian waters.

Although governments have not always been diligent in their implementation or
enforcement of environmental legislation and regulation, environmental groups are
finding more success. Environmental concerns have meant that companies are increasing
their use of environmental insurance. The Offshore Kazakhstan International Operating
Company (OKIOC), which has begun drilling, has already signed a contract for a $500
million environmental insurance policy from a Kazakh company, which then obtained
reinsurance from a Western insurer. In turn, Kazakhstan’s parliament now is considering
draft legislation requiring oil investors to insure their projects against environmental
risks, and the country’s Deputy Minister of Natural Resources has criticized the OKIOC,
saying its environmental insurance coverage should be much higher.
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The Caspian Sea in the 21st Centuryix

In light of the economic situation in countries of the Caspian region, the environmental
outlook for the Caspian Sea is not favorable. The lack of state revenue in each country
means that environmental cleanup will start late and likely will not be a government
priority.

However, the spotlight on the sea’s resources also has brought attention to the plight of
its environmental health. As environmental awareness grows in the region, there will be
more pressure to develop the oil and gas in an environmentally sensitive way. Lacking
adequate financial resources, governments in the region already are shifting responsibility
for cleanup efforts to foreign oil and gas companies or to international development
banks. The World Bank approved an urgent environmental investment project in
Azerbaijan in 1998, earmarking $25 million to build a sturgeon hatchery safely above the
Caspian Sea flood plain, clean-up mercury contamination at Sumgayit, and construct a
new landfill. In addition, the funding has helped finance several pilot projects to
determine the most cost-effective treatment method for onshore oil field cleanup of oil-
contaminated sediments and sludges.

Although the World Bank’s investment project sought to integrate effectively
environmental management practices into Azerbaijan’s post-Soviet economy,
Azerbaijan’s current level of environmental expenditures, despite projected growth in
GDP and government revenues, remains inadequate to address the major environmental
problems in the country. The same could be said for the four other littoral states—where
the will to push forward with stricter environmental policies has been in place, the means
to implement them has not followed suit.

An encouraging sign has been a move towards greater cooperation in protecting the
Caspian. Several initiatives have boosted regional cooperation in protecting the
environment, including the establishment of the Caspian Environment Programme (CEP)
in conjunction with the Global Environmental Facility. The overall goal of the CEP is
defined as “environmentally sustainable development and management of the Caspian
environment, including living resources and water quality, so as to obtain the utmost
long-term benefits for the human populations of the region, while protecting human
health, ecological integrity, and the region’s sustainability for future generations.”

Implementation of these goals will be extremely difficult, especially in light of the
region’s economic situation. Realistically, the challenge will be to find the right balance
between developing the Caspian’s bountiful oil and gas resources and protecting the sea,
marine life, and the health of the region’s inhabitants, all in a cost-effective manner.

Armeniax

Armenia is slowly recovering from the effects of the war with Azerbaijan over the
territory of Nagorno-Karabakh which ended in in a cease-fire in 1994. Beginning in
1995, Armenia’s real GDP has grown at a fast pace, but from a base of only roughly half
of its output in 1990, before the effects of the war and the decline of its Soviet era
industrial enterprises. After real GDP growth of 7.2% for 1998, growth is projected at
5.0% for 1999.
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Armenia’s government has taken steps to reform itself from a planned economy into a
market economy. Armenia has introduced its own currency, lifted most trade barriers,
instituted its “Law on Foreign Investments” in July 1994, and introduced a wide-scale
privatization plan. In February 1995, the United States government granted Armenia
duty-free status under the Generalized Systems of Preferences, which is targeted at
assisting developing nations. In 1996, Armenia began a 4-year economic program aimed
at modernizing decaying infrastructure, refurbishing electric power plants, and generally
reforming the economy in a market-oriented direction. By 1998, over 70% of large
enterprises and 80% of small enterprises had been privatized.

Oil
Armenia has no oil production, known reserves, or refineries, so it is completely
dependent on imports of refined products. Since there are no petroleum product pipelines
into Armenia, all of Armenia’s imports must be transported either by railcars or trucks.
Most of Armenia’s estimated 13,000 barrels per day (bbl/d) in petroleum product imports
comes from the Batumi refinery in southern Georgia.

While a modest amount of exploration for oil within Armenia was undertaken in the mid-
1990’s, mostly by Greek and U.S. firms, the Armenian energy minister announced in
April 1999 that exploration activity has ceased due to a lack of funds.

Armenian officials occasionally have spoken of potential cost savings if the main pipeline
for export of oil from Azerbaijan to the Turkish port of Ceyhan were built through
northern Armenia. This seems unlikely, however, due to the lack of a resolution to the
dispute over Nagorno-Karabakh, and Azerbaijani officials have publicly stated that they
would not consider the idea, since the route through Georgia has already been decided.

Natural Gas
Armenia currently receives all its natural gas—about 46 billion cubic feet in 1997 -- from
Turkmenistan through Russian and Georgian pipline networks. Over the past several
years, these supplies have been cut off sporadically because of ethnic and civil unrest in
the Caucasus, pipeline accidents, and non-payment of debts. The Armenian government
is planning to privatize the national gas grid and distribution company, Armengazprom,
and is currently analyzing its options for selling these assets.

Armenia has recently been exploring the option of using other gas suppliers, mainly Iran.
The project under consideration would involve a $120-150 million pipeline linking the
Armenian and Iranian gas grids, allowing import of Iranian gas into Armenia. Armenia
has been seeking funding for the project from the World Bank, and Greek officials have
met with their Armenian counterparts about possible Greek participation in the project.

Another project under discussion would supply Turkey with Russian gas using the
existing pipeline network through Georgia and Armenia, with a spur built to link it into
the Turkish gas grid. Armenian officials and Gazprom executives met in July 1999 to
discuss the issue.
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Azerbaijanxi

Azerbaijan, a former Soviet republic, was the world’s biggest oil-producing province in
the early 1900s. Azerbaijan has attracted international interest by developing its
potentially rich oil reserves in the Caspian Sea basin.

Azerbaijan is in the midst of an oil boom brought on by the development of its vast
hydrocarbon resources in the Caspian Sea region. Azerbaijan has taken great care to
assure that multiple foreign powers and companies gain a stake in the oil boom for both
economic and geopolitical reasons.

One important Azerbaijani goal has been to gain international support for its conflict in
the breakaway region of Nagorno-Karabakh. Populated mostly by ethnic Armenians,
Nagorno-Karabakh had been an autonomous region under Soviet rule. Soon after
Azerbaijan’s independence, Armenian separatists declared control of Nagorno-Karabakh
and parts of Azerbaijan - about 20% of Azerbaijan’s territory - displacing almost 1
million Azeris, and a bloody war followed. Although a ceasefire was declared in 1994,
Azerbaijan continues its economic blockade of both Nagorno-Karabakh and Armenia.
Following the imposition of Azerbaijan’s blockade, the United States passed section 907
of the Freedom Support Act in October 1992, restricting U.S. government assistance to
Azerbaijan until Azerbaijan has taken “demonstrable steps to cease all blockades and
other offensive uses of force against Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh.” In October 1998,
U.S. legislation was approved that permitted exemptions to section 907 of the Freedom
Support Act for democracy assistance, humanitarian assistance, prevention of the spread
of weapons of mass destruction, as well as for programs of the U.S. Foreign Commercial
Service, the U.S. Export-Import Bank, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation
(OPIC), and the Trade and Development Agency.

As a relatively small country, Azerbaijan has taken care to make sure that powerful
neighbors such as Russia and Iran receive a stake in any Azerbaijani oil development.
President Aliyev, a former member of the Soviet Politburo, is attuned to Russia’s desire
to maintain a sphere of influence in the Caspian region and to benefit from its oil boom.
Iran, meanwhile, is home to 20 million Azeris - more than 3 times the population of
Azerbaijan—and is Azerbaijan’s neighbor and largest trading partner. Although
Azerbaijan generally has taken a secular and pro-western course, it has treated Iran as a
political and religious force to be reckoned with, and has allocated shares in international
consortia to Iran as well. In addition, Azerbaijan has worked to increase economic
cooperation with states of Central Asia, Georgia, and Turkey.

Economy
Azerbaijan’s real (adjusted for inflation) gross domestic product (GDP) contracted by
55% from 1991-1997, with the downward trend finally halted in 1996-1997. This decline
does not, however, reflect the country’s underground economy; the World Bank has
estimated that “unofficial” economic activity accounts for over half of Azerbaijan’s
overall economy. Fueled by foreign investment in oil and gas, real GDP rose by almost
6% in 1997, and gains of 6%-8% per year are projected over the next five years.

In coming years, Azerbaijan’s economy will depend largely on continuing investment in
the country’s oil sector and the start of oil production in Caspian Sea fields. All in all,
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much of Azerbaijan’s hope for future economic growth rests with successful
development of its vast oil and gas resources in the Caspian Sea. The lure of these
resources has drawn in foreign direct investment, which increased from $15 million in
1993 to $546 million in 1996, $1.3 billion in 1997, and $1.6 billion in 1998, equivalent to
about 40% of Azerbaijan’s GDP. Azerbaijan’s Ministry of Economy has projected that
foreign investment could reach $2 billion in 1999. By 2010, total investment in the oil
and gas sector may reach $23 billion. To encourage additional investment, President
Aliyev has signed numerous treaties protecting the rights of foreign investors. Despite
Azerbaijan’s potential future oil wealth, the country still faces several years of tight
finances, as Azerbaijan will see only limited oil revenues for the next five years or so.

Despite Azerbaijan’s potential oil wealth, the country has made only slow progress
toward a market economy. Under a three-year agreement with the IMF signed in
December, 1996, Azerbaijan is continuing policies of fiscal and monetary austerity first
adopted in 1995. As a result, inflation has fallen, with the government estimating
deflation of 0.3% for the 1st ten months of 1998. Azerbaijan’s fiscal and monetary policies
also have resulted in a stable currency.

Other economic and legal reforms also are being instituted. The country’s economic
focus currently is on reforming the tax regime, with several changes having been made.
These include: introduction of a value-added tax; abolition of the excess-wage tax; and
reduction in the top rate of the personal income tax. A bankruptcy law, drafted with the
help of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), is being
considered. In November 1998, Azerbaijan’s parliament passed the Law of Energy of the
Azerbaijan Republic. Under the new law, the state has exclusive ownership rights to
hydrocarbon resources, and is required to control exploration and development of
resources, construct and maintain infrastructure, and maintain transport and distribution
systems. The law also specifies the rules on insurance in the energy industry.

Although privatization has been relatively slow in coming, some 10,000 small enterprises
have been privatized. Privatization of large enterprises and farmland has moved quickly
since the first voucher auctions for medium and large enterprises began. About 90% of
Azerbaijani farmland is now in private hands. Virtually all small commercial enteprises
are now private, although most of the larger firms remain in the state sector. At the end of
September 1998, Azerbaijan began the privatization of its first major energy enterprise,
the Baku gas liquefaction plant. In addition, President Aliyev issued a decree privatizing
the International Bank of Azerbaijan in November 1998.

Azerbaijan has begun to shift its trade away from the former Soviet Union and towards
its neighbors in Central Asia, Georgia, Iran, and Turkey. Baku, Azerbaijan’s largest city
and port, is poised to become a major regional transportation and communications hub
for the Trans-Caucasus and Central Asian republics. The TRACECA Program (Transport
System Europe-Caucasus-Asia, informally known as the Great Silk Road) was launched
at a European Union (EU) conference in 1993, and encourages the development of a
transport corridor on an East-West axis from Central Asia, through the Caucasus, across
the Black Sea, to Europe. In September 1998, twelve nations (including Azerbaijan,
Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Romania, Turkey, and Uzbekistan) signed a multilateral agreement
known as the Baku Declaration to develop the transport corridor through closer economic
integration of member countries, rehabilitation and development of new transportation
infrastructure, and by fostering stability and trust in the region. The corridor would
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include all forms of transport, including air, automobile, pipeline, rail, and sea as well as
telecommunications. In August 1998, President Aliyev signed a decree creating a new
ministry that consolidated all transportation systems.

Oil
Azerbaijan, the oldest known oil-producing region in the world, experienced an oil boom
at the beginning of the 20th century and later served as a major refining center in the
former Soviet Union. Oil production peaked at about 500,000 barrels per day (bbl/d)
during World War II, then fell significantly after the 1950s as the Soviet Union redirected
resources elsewhere. Production has declined since Azerbaijan became independent in
1991, falling to an estimated 193,000 bbl/d in 1997. Most of Azerbaijan’s oil is produced
offshore in the Caspian Sea. One field—Gunashli, located 60 miles off the Azeri coast—
currently accounts for more than half of the country’s oil production.

Development of new fields through joint ventures and production sharing agreements
(Table 1) in the Caspian Sea will boost Azerbaijan’s oil production well beyond its earlier
peaks, and Azerbaijani oil exports could exceed 1 million bbl/d by 2010 and 2 million
bbl/d within 20 years. In what was described as “the deal of the century”, an international
consortium - the Azerbaijan International Operating Company (AIOC) - signed an $8
billion, 30-year contract in September 1994 to develop three fields—Azeri, Chirag, and
the deepwater portions of Gunashli—with total reserves estimated at 3-5 billion barrels.
Oil revenues are projected to be roughly $80 billion over the thirty year life of the AIOC
and Azerbaijan will realize 80% of these revenues.

The AIOC will export its initial production - the “early oil” - via a northern route through
Russia and a western route through Georgia, with a combined initial design capacity of
about 200,000 bbl/d. Several proposals have been made to expand each of these routes.
Exports through the northern route began at the end of 1997, with exports on the western
route expected to begin in April 1999. AIOC expects production to peak at about 800,000
bbl/d within the next 15 years. Exporting the additional oil could require the building of a
main export pipeline (MEP) with a capacity of 1 million bbl/d. Several options for routes
were presented for consideration to the Azerbaijan government in 1997, including
pipelines from Baku to Ceyhan (Turkey), Baku to Supsa (Georgia), and Baku to
Novorosiisk (Russia). However, no final decision has been made.

One potential complication in Azerbaijan’s plans for developing its Caspian Sea
resources is uncertainty over the legal status of the Caspian Sea—specifically the
territorial rights of nations bordering its shores (Russia, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Iran,
and Azerbaijan). Azerbaijan has advocated the establishment of maritime boundaries into
national sectors based on the equidistant division of the sea. Azerbaijan recently entered
into a dispute with Turkmenistan over a field called Kyapaz by Azerbaijan and Serdar by
Turkmenistan, which included it as part of its Block 30 licensing. In addition,
Azerbaijan’s Foreign Ministry has objected to the Iranian decision to award Royal
Dutch/Shell and Lasmo a license to conduct seismic surveys in a region that Azerbaijan
considers to fall in Azeri territory, and has announced that it will call a tender for the D-
43, D-44, and D-74 fields which are located in the same region. To date, no final
resolution of Caspian Sea legal issues has been achieved.
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A regional pipeline and transit system centered on Azerbaijan is beginning to emerge. Oil
is being shipped across the Caspian from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan to the port of
Baku for further trans-shipment by rail and pipeline westward to the Black Sea. Shipping
volumes have risen from 2,000 bbl/d in 1996 to 20,000 bbl/d in 1997 and an estimated
60,000 bbl/d in 1998. Shipping company Caspian Transco has been working with the
Azeri government to overhaul and expand the oil terminal facilities at Dyubendi, 30 miles
northeast of Baku, to allow for further increases. The EU announced in October 1998 that
it would loan Azerbaijan $25 million under the TRACECA program to rehabilitate and
upgrade the seaport near Baku to allow up to 500,000 bbl/d of oil shipments from the
eastern Caspian. As Caspian production increases, trans-Caspian pipelines could carry
increasing volumes of oil and gas from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan. The cross-Caspian
pipelines could connect with other export pipelines from Azerbaijan, such as the
proposed MEP and the early oil routes. In addition, Iran has proposed a pipeline that
would transport oil from Baku via a proposed 190-mile pipeline to Tabriz in northwest
Iran, where it would also connect with the existing Iranian pipeline network and
refineries

Azeri crude is refined domestically at two refineries in Baku, the Baku refinery with a
capacity of 238,978 bbl/d, and the Novo-Baku refinery with a capacity of 202,830 bbl/d.
Both of these refineries have been running at well below capacity, with overall refinery
utilization rates at about 40% in 1997. Azerbaijan estimates that upgrades at the 2
refineries will cost $600 - $700 million.

Natural Gas
In the past, to meet domestic demand Azerbaijan had imported natural gas from Russia,
Turkmenistan, and Iran. Azerigaz has announced that it does not intend to import any
more gas and instead will develop new gasfields in the Caspian Sea to meet demand. For
Azerbaijan to achieve self-sufficiency in gas, however, there will need to be a complete
overhaul of the country’s gas supply system. Currently, infrastructure to deliver gas from
offshore fields to consumers in Azerbaijan is not in place, and consequently gas is being
flared instead of piped to markets. The EBRD is studying a proposal for the Kalmas gas
storage project to further develop the country’s gas potential.

Azeri gas production could come from the recently discovered offshore Nakhchivan field,
with an estimated 900 billion cubic feet (Bcf) in reserves. Azerigaz has signed
agreements with both Statoil and Royal Dutch/Shell to help Azerbaijan to develop and
export its gas. The elimination of flaring also could increase gas supplies, because most
of Azerbaijan’s natural gas production comes from associated gas from offshore oil
fields. If the necessary infrastructure were developed, gas production could increase by as
much as 1 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) per year by the end of the next decade, and Azerbaijan
could become a net exporter of natural gas to its neighbors.

Azerbaijan’s gas market has been slow to develop because the price of natural gas to
consumers continues to be regulated at artificially low prices. The country’s gas market
also has been hurt by non-payment of bills by customers, including the use of illegal
connections to the gas network. In addition, many areas of the country have not had
access to the gas distribution system. Azerigaz announced in August 1998 that it has been
able to begin deliveries to new regions this year because of its efforts to save money by
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curtailing supplies for non-payment and illegal connections, as well as by installing
meters.

In October 1998, President Aliyev issued a directive to ensure that a new law of gas
supplies was implemented by year-end. The directive governs all liquid and gaseous fuels
(other than petroleum), and regulates the production, storage, sale, and use of these fuels.

Georgia
xii

Georgia is important to world energy markets because of its location as a potential oil
transit center between the energy-rich Caspian Sea republics and Western markets.

Since its independence from the Soviet Union in 1991, Georgia has suffered from civil
conflict following the overthrow of Zviad Gamsakhurdia, its first democratically elected
president, and separatist struggles in Abkhazia (northwest Georgia) and South Ossetia
(north central Georgia). A Russian-enforced ceasefire in 1994 brought an end to the
armed conflict in Abkhazia, and the separatist conflicts have been dormant for more than
three years. However, Russia’s war in Chechnya has led to fighting along the Georgian -
Chechen border in northeast Georgia. The conflicts have left Georgia with Russian troops
stationed in this region and in Abkhazia.

Although Georgia is a member of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), an
organization composed of republics formerly in the Soviet Union, Georgia’s President
Eduard Shevardnadze announced in February 1999 that his country would withdraw from
the CIS’s Collective Security Treaty. Integration with the West is moving forward, and
President Eduard Shevardnadze’s victory in the October 1999 parliamentary election was
widely seen as a referendum on the president’s pro-western policies.

Economy
Georgia’s civil war and separatist struggles devastated an economy which was once one
of the strongest in the former Soviet Union. By 1995, Georgia’s Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) had fallen to 20% of 1990 levels. Recently, however, this decline appears to have
leveled off. After suffering annual declines of 20% - 40% from 1991-1994, Georgia’s
economy grew by over 10% per year from 1997-1998 before slowing to an estimated 3%
from 1998-1999 because of the effects of Russia’s 1998 financial crisis. These growth
rates do not reflect the underground economy.

The hyperinflation of the early 1990s is now under control. Georgia’s inflation rate had
reached over 7,000% per year by 1994 before it was brought under control with the help
of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Georgia’s new currency, the lari, was
introduced in September 1995 and has remained stable with the backing of an IMF
stabilization fund.

Georgian reform measures, including privatization, accelerated during 1995, partly as a
result of IMF pressure. During that year, Georgia freed most prices, established an
independent central bank, and in the summer held its first privatization voucher auction.
As of January 1, 1998, over 10,000 small enterprises originally targeted for privatization -
almost 90% - had been privatized. Among medium-sized and large enterprises, about
80% were privatized. Georgia has also become a member of several international
economic organizations. It is a signatory to the CIS Free Trade Agreement, signed in
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April 1994. In addition, Georgia was approved for membership into the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank and the World Trade Organization (WTO).

Georgia relies heavily on borrowing from abroad, and has a growing foreign debt
problem. Much of this debt is for fuel payments to Russia ($156 million for electricity)
and Turkmenistan ($400 million for natural gas); Georgia has yet to formally reschedule
the payments to either country.

Oil
Georgia’s importance in world energy markets stems not from its own hydrocarbon
resources, but from its location as a growing oil and natural gas transit center for Caspian
Sea oil from Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan. Georgia is part of the designated Eurasian
Transport Corridor (TRACECA) to bring oil, gas, and other products from the
Caspian/Caucasus region to Europe. Georgia’s plans to become a transit center are
conditional not only on its ability to maintain friendly relations with its neighbors, but
also on its internal politics. The transit routes pass within a few miles of South Ossetia
and Abkhazia, which have separatist struggles that, although dormant, have never been
fully resolved.

On March 8, 1996, the Presidents of Georgia and Azerbaijan signed a 30-year agreement
to pump a portion of the Azerbaijan International Operating Company (AIOC)’s “early
oil” along a western route to the Georgian Black Sea port of Supsa. The Georgian
International Oil Company, a subsidiary of the AIOC, made substantial upgrades to the
existing pipeline along this route and built the Supsa terminal on the Black Sea at a cost
of $565 million. The pipeline became operational in April 1999. Proposals have been
made to increase throughput along this route from the original design capacity of 100,000
barrels/day (bbl/d) to 300,000 bbl/d or even 600,000 bbl/d.

Georgia’s importance as a transit route could increase sharply with the completion of the
proposed one million bbl/d main export route (MEP) for oil exports from the AIOC. On
November 18, 1999, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, and the United States
signed the Istanbul declaration supporting a Baku-Ceyhan route passing through Georgia
for the proposed MEP. Negotiations are proceeding to resolve disputes for this route.
Issues to be resolved include liability for possible cost overruns for the pipeline and the
Georgian government’s refusal to be liable for damages to the Georgian section of the
pipeline resulting from natural disasters.

Georgia and Turkey have announced plans to utilize a 172 mile railway line between
Tbilisi (Georgia) and Kars (Turkey) to transport up to 200,000 bbl/d of crude oil from the
planned pipeline to Turkish refineries. The plan will require refurbishing an existing line
from Tbilisi to Akhalkalaki for $200 million, and extending the line 77 miles to Kars for
$400 million, and could take three years.

Georgia is already a rail transit center for Caspian Sea oil, and 60,000 - 80,000 bbl/d of
oil from the Tengizchevroil project in Kazakhstan are shipped via barge across the
Caspian Sea, and then carried by rail across Azerbaijan to the Georgian Black Sea port of
Batumi. This total could increase by 140,000 bbl/d with the completion of new pipelines
from Khashuri to the port of Batumi (separate from the ones for the early AIOC oil) in
2000. Under the new agreement, Tengizchevroil would receive the exclusive right to
transport oil through the Khashuri-Batumi oil pipeline for the next 25 years. The pipeline
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will be refurbished to enable it to transport oil at higher pressures, and the project is
expected to cost $70 million. When rebuilt, the 105-mile pipeline could carry 140,000 -
160,000 bbl/d. New loading equipment at Batumi will enable it to handle 200,000 bbl/d.

Domestic Production and Refining
Despite limited oil resources, Georgia is taking steps to increase domestic production. On
September 9, 1999 Georgia cut the profit tax for foreign contractors in the oil and gas
sector from 10% to 4%. Georgia has also negotiated several production-sharing
agreements and joint ventures in the Kura Basin east of Tbilisi, as well as in the Black
Sea region in western Georgia. Frontera Eastern Georgia (Frontera), set up in 1997, has
begun development of the Tarbani field. Georgia plans to double production to over
4,000 bbl/d in 2000.

Although Georgia has its own small refineries, it also imports oil products through the
port of Poti. Plans have been made by Channel Energy to add a tanker terminal and
additional storage at the port to increase capacity to 100,000 bbl/d of oil products.
Georgia also plans to build a new terminal in the Khobi region. The $70-million terminal
will be built by Terminal 2000, composed of Argomar Oil (Austria) and the Georgian
railroad, and will have a capacity of 120,000 bbl/d. Oil will initially be transported across
the Caspian by barge, and then by rail across Azerbaijan and Georgia.

Georgia’s refinery at Batumi had been running at less than capacity because of a lack of
crude oil supplies. This situation is expected to change with the completion of the
pipeline carrying crude oil from Azerbaijan through Georgia to the Black Sea. Georgia is
modernizing its refinery at Batumi, and it awarded a $250-million contract to Japan’s
Marubeni Corporation and JGC Corporation to expand and modernize the refinery.
Georgia will work with the European Bank of Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
to finance the reconstruction of the Gardabani-Batumi pipeline, which has transported oil
to the refinery at Batumi.

Georgia also awarded Frontera the right to construct a new refinery near Tbilisi as part of
its production sharing agreement. However, Georgia’s refinery at Sartichala was closed
in February 1999 for months because of financial problems it claimed arose from changes
in Georgian laws which eliminated tax relief and added a 60% excise duty. The
McOil/Chemics alliance, representing the Argonaut Petroleum Group, also suspended
plans to expand operations at the refinery.

Natural Gas
Georgia has small gas resources of its own, although it has yet to develop these resources.
Currently, Georgia must import its natural gas; and its only suppliers, Russia and
Turkmenistan, cut off gas supplies in 1997 for lack of payment. Georgia still owes
Turkmenistan $400 million for past natural gas shipments. Itera, an international energy
corporation, is the chief supplier of gas to Georgia. A delegation from Itera arrived in
Tbilisi to work out the best terms for privatizing the Georgian gas distribution company
Tbilgaz. The Georgian Ministry of Property Management is offering a 75% stake in
Tbilgaz.

Gas supplies from Turkmenistan had been received via a North Caucasus-Transcaucasian
pipeline through Russia. Georgia’s gas imports had been interrupted several times before
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because of civil strife and the country’s inability to pay. On March 3, 1995, bombs blew
up the pipeline delivering gas through Georgia to Armenia. Georgia’s gas imports had
been used mainly by the Rustavi steel mill and the Tbilisi power station. The Georgian-
British Oil company will use gas production from its Ninotsmindskoye field to supply the
Tbilisi utility. It can supply enough gas to meet about 20% of the utility’s demand, and
make it less vulnerable to interruptions from abroad.

As with oil, Georgia is positioning itself as a transit point for natural gas shipments.
Georgia has held discussions with Gazprom (Russia) on refurbishing the existing North
Caucasus-Transcaucasian natural gas pipeline and extending it into a trans-Georgian
pipeline to bring Russian gas to Armenia and Turkey. The $250-million project to
upgrade pipelines would eventually carry 425 billion cubic feet/year of gas. Part of this
gas would go to Georgia for payment of transit fees. Gazprom had considered enlisting
Royal Dutch/Shell as a partner. However, Royal Dutch/Shell agreed instead to join the
Trans-Caspian Pipeline project, which will also cross Georgia en route to the Turkish
market. The decision by Royal Dutch/Shell to support a competing pipeline instead of
helping to finance the trans-Georgian pipeline has lessened Gazprom’s interest in the
project, and Gazprom has focused instead on its Blue Stream pipeline which will cross
under the Black Sea en route to Turkey.

The Trans-Caspian Pipeline project now is the highest priority gas pipeline project for
Georgia. Delegations of the four countries involved in the Trans-Caspian gas pipeline
project - Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey - have moved to sign a project
treaty that will allow negotiations with investors to begin. They have also discussed the
agreements that the project’s operators - PSG (U.S.) and Royal Dutch/Shell - must
conclude with each of the four countries.

Georgia could also serve as a transit center for liquefied natural gas (LNG). Conoco is
moving forward with a plan to ship LNG from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan across the
Caspian to Baku, Azerbaijan where it would then be transported to the Georgian port of
Batumi en route to Turkey and other Mediterranean customers. The LNG would be
shipped from Baku to Batumi using rail and sections of the gas pipeline in Georgia.
Conoco Prospect Production Europe formed a joint venture with Turkey’s Erdal Acsoy
and Georgia’s Adzhargaz in September 1999, and has already invested $600,000 in
renovating the terminal at Batumi. Eventually, Conoco plans to invest $250 million in the
project. Initial supplies will come from a 350,000 tons/year gas liquefaction plant planned
for Batumi. After expansion of the Batumi terminal and expansion of capacity to process
natural gas at fields in Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, volumes will be increased to 1-1.5
million metric tons/year.

Iranxiii

Iran is OPEC’s second largest oil producer and holds 9% of the world’s oil reserves and
15% of its gas reserves. Additionally, Iran is a focal point for regional security issues.

Information contained in this report is the best available as of February 2000 and is
subject to change.

Iran’s economy, which relies heavily on oil export revenues, was hit hard by record-low
oil prices during 1998 and early 1999, but with the rebound in oil prices over the past
year, has begun to recover somewhat. For 1999, Iran’s gross domestic product (GDP)
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grew by 2.5%. For 2000, Iran’s real GDP is expected to grow at a more rapid, 4.2% rate.
Besides persistent unemployment and inflation, other problems faced by Iran’s economy
include: a rapidly growing, young population with limited job prospects; heavy
dependence on oil revenues (about half the state’s budget and 80% of the country’s hard
currency earnings); $16 billion in external debt (including a high proportion of short-term
debt); expensive state subsidies on many basic goods; a large, inefficient public sector
and state monopolies (bonyads, which control at least a quarter of the economy and
constitutionally are answerable only to supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei); and
international isolation and sanctions

In September 1999, President Khatami announced an ambitious program to privatize
several major industries, including communications, post, rail, and tobacco, as part of the
“total restructuring” of the Iranian economy called for in the country’s latest five-year
economic plan (which begins in March 2000). Among other measures, a partial float of
the rial, is being considered, as is the privatization of some 2,400 state-owned firms.
Also, Iran is attempting to diversify by investing some of its oil revenues in other areas.
Iran also is hoping to attract billions of dollars worth of foreign investment to the country
by creating a more favorable investment climate. This would involve a variety of
measures, including possible constitutional amendments, reduced “red tape,” reduced
restrictions and duties on imports, creation of free-trade zones, and increased safety of
foreign investments. In October 1999, Iran’s government reportedly decided to open up
its mining and metals sectors to foreign investors.

On February 18, 2000, Iran held its sixth parliamentary elections since the 1979 Islamic
revolution. Results of the elections indicated an overwhelming (over 70% of the vote)
victory for the reformist coalition—called the Second of Kordad Movement, after the
date on the Iranian calendar of President Khatami’s election (in 1997). In the wake of the
election, U.S. President Clinton called for a “constructive partnership with Iran.” Shortly
after the reformist coalition victory, a leading conservative, Mohammadreza Bahonar,
acknowledged that although “we will not change our principles and positions...it is
natural that we should reconsider our policies and methods.” The effect of Iran’s recent
elections on the country’s energy sector at this point remains uncertain.

Sanctions
The Iran-Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA) of 1996 imposes mandatory and discretionary
sanctions on non-U.S. companies which invest more than $20 million annually (lowered
in August 1997 from $40 million) in the Iranian oil and gas sectors. Also, in early 1995,
President Clinton signed two executive orders which prohibited U.S. companies and their
foreign subsidiaries from conducting business with Iran. The orders also banned any
“contract for the financing of the development of petroleum resources located in Iran.”
As a result, U.S.-based Conoco was obligated to abrogate a $550-million contract to
develop Iran’s offshore Sirri A and E oil and gas fields. After Conoco pulled out of the
Sirri project, France’s Total and Malaysia’s Petronas were awarded the contract. On
August 19, 1997, President Clinton signed Executive Order 13059 reaffirming that
virtually all trade and investment activities by U.S. citizens in Iran are prohibited.
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Caspian Energy
Iran sees itself as a natural (geographically and economically) transit route for oil and gas
exports from the landlocked Central Asian countries to world markets. This vision is
complicated, however, by political considerations, particularly the U.S. policy opposing
pipelines through Iran (the United States has made the construction of an oil pipeline
from Baku, Azerbaijan to Ceyhan, Turkey the centerpiece of its Caspian policy). In
November 1999, two multi-billion-dollar agreements were signed—by Turkey,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Turkmenistan—regarding development of the Baku-Ceyhan oil
pipeline.

Crude Swaps
In order to get around restrictions in dealing with Iran, several firms have proposed oil
“swaps” involving the delivery of Caspian oil to refineries in northern Iran, while the
same amount of Iranian oil is exported through Persian Gulf terminals. According to
Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Namdar-Zangeneh, Iran is planning to retool its oil
infrastructure to accommodate such swaps, including construction of a $400-million,
240-mile pipeline from the Caspian area via Iran’s Caspian port of Neka to refineries in
northern Iran and to Tehran. NIOC already has reached agreement with a Chinese
consortium on the technical aspects of the project, which is expected to transport 175,000
bbl/d of Caspian crude within two years, and ultimately up to 370,000 bbl/d. Also,
European oil trading company Vitol has expressed interest in financing the project. In
January 2000, U.S. Ambassador to Azerbaijan, Stanley Escudero, said that transit of oil
from Azerbaijan would be a “mistake.”

Oil
Iran holds 90 billion barrels of proven oil reserves, or roughly 9% of the world’s total.
The vast majority of Iran’s crude oil reserves are located in giant onshore fields in the
Khuzestan region near the Iraqi border and Persian Gulf terminus. More than half of
Iran’s 40 producing fields contain over one billion barrels of oil. The onshore Ahwaz,
Marun, Gachsaran, Agha Jari, and Bibi Hakimeh fields alone account for about two-
thirds of Iran’s oil production. Most of Iran’s crude oil is low in sulfur, with gravities in
the 30°-39° API range.

In October 1999, Iran announced that it had found its biggest oil discovery in 30 years, a
giant onshore field called Azadegan located in the southwestern province of Khuzestan.
According to Iran’s Oil Minister Zanganeh, the Azadegan field could contain 26 billion
barrels of oil, with potential production of 400,000 bbl/d. Also according to Zanganeh,
development of Azadegan could begin by the end of March 2001. The field reportedly is
to be developed using the “buy-back” model (see below).

Since 1995, the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) has made several sizable oil
discoveries. These include the 2.5-billion-barrel Darkhovin field, located offshore
Abadan and containing low sulfur, 39° API crude oil. NIOC aims for initial production
from Darkhovin of 30,000 barrels per day (bbl/d), with a second phase peak of 60,000
bbl/d. Production goals are still uncertain, though, and further appraisal is required.
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Production
Iran is OPEC’s second-largest oil producer, with average 1999 crude oil production of
3.6 million bbl/d. Iran’s current sustainable production capacity is estimated as high as 4
million bbl/d, but this figure is controversial since Iran may have maintained production
levels at some older fields only by using methods which have permanently damaged the
fields. Iran produced 6 million bbl/d in 1974, but has not produced more than 3.7 million
bbl/d since the 1978/79 Iranian revolution.

In June 1998, Iran agreed to reduce its production by 305,000 bbl/d, and in March 1999,
Iran agreed to a further cut of 264,000 bbl/d as part of an OPEC quota agreement As of
April 1, 1999, Iran’s new production quota was set at 3.359 million bbl/d. With
production running around 3.5 million bbl/d as of early 2000, and with consumption of
1.2 million bbl/d, Iran currently is a net exporter of around 2.3 million bbl/d. Around half
of Iran’s oil exports go to Asian markets, with the remainder going to Europe and Africa.

Foreign Investment
The Iranian constitution prohibits the granting of petroleum rights on a concessionary
basis. However, the 1987 Petroleum Law permits the establishment of contracts between
the Ministry of Petroleum, state companies and “local and foreign natural persons and
legal entities.” In August 1998 the ministry announced invitations to bid on 43 petroleum
projects worth some $8 billion in what has come to be known as the “buyback”
investment methodology. Buyback contracts are essentially risk-service contracts
according to which the contractor funds all investments. The contractor recovers its
investment from a commercial field and receives remuneration from NIOC. The
remuneration is based on an agreed contractor rate of return (15-17%) and is paid in the
form of NIOC’s allocation of a share of production equal in value to the amount due.
This system has drawbacks for both sides: by offering a fixed rate of return, NIOC bears
all the risk of low oil prices. If prices drop, NIOC has to sell more oil or gas to meet the
compensation figure. At the same time, companies have no guarantee that they will be
permitted to develop their discoveries, let alone operate them. U.S. law permits American
companies to buy the bid packages ($10,000 each), but not to submit proposals. Several
U.S. firms are reportedly interested in the buyback offers, including Chevron, Arco, Kerr-
Mcgee, Unocal, Conoco and Mobil. Arco and Mobil have officially notified Iran that they
are interested in the projects and have applied to purchase oil field data.

The first major project under the buyback investment scheme became operational in
October 1998, when the offshore Sirri A oil field (operated by Total and Malaysia’s
Petronas) began production at 7,000 bbl/d (Sirri A currently is producing around 20,000
bbl/d). The neighboring Sirri E field began production in February 1999, with production
expected to reach 100,000 bbl/d. In March 1998, Canada’s Bow Valley Energy and UK’s
Premier Oil signed a $270-million deal to develop the offshore Balal field. The field,
which contains some 80 million barrels of reserves, will produce up to 40,000 bbl/d,
possibly beginning in late 2001. Bow Valley joined with Premiera after Indonesia’s
Bakrie Minarak Petroleum pulled out of the project due to financial problems stemming
from the Asian economic crisis. In December 1999, the Indian Oil Corporation and the
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation reportedly agreed to acquire 35% equity in Balal.
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In March 1999, France’s Elf Aquitaine and Italy’s ENI/Agip signed a $540-million (in
capital expenditures) deal for a secondary recovery program on the offshore Doroud oil
and gas field near Kharg Island. The program is intended to boost production from
current levels of around 150,000 bbl/d to as high as 220,000 bbl/d. Production is
scheduled to begin in 2000 and peak in 2003, continuing for another 25 years.

Onshore Developments
NIOC’s onshore field development work is concentrated mainly on sustaining output
levels from large, aging fields. Consequently, enhanced oil recovery (EOR) programs,
including gas injection, are underway at a number of fields, including Marun, Karanj, and
the presently inactive Parsi fields. EOR programs will require sizeable amounts of natural
gas, infrastructure development, and financing.

Although NIOC has run into difficulties in implementing EOR programs at some of its
fields mentioned above (i.e., Agha Jari, Binak, Kupal, and Ramshahr) fields, it has been
successful in many other cases. One example is NIOC’s development work at Gachsaran,
which contains in-place reserves of 53 billion barrels and a large-scale gas injection
capacity which should help increase production.

Offshore Developments
As of 1998, Iran was producing about 500,000 bbl/d of crude oil from eight operational
offshore fields. The Doroud 1&2, Salman, Abuzar, Forozan, and Sirri fields comprised
the bulk of Iran’s offshore output, all of which is exported. Iran plans extensive
development of existing offshore fields and hopes to raise its offshore production
capacity to 1 million bbl/d in coming years. It is estimated that development of new
offshore Persian Gulf and Caspian Sea oil fields will require investment of $8-$10
billion.

The 105-million barrel Balal field, discovered in the 1970s by an ARCO/Murphy
consortium, was never developed even though an oil pipeline connecting the field to the
Lavan Island export terminal was laid. As mentioned above, Canada’s Bow Valley
Energy Ltd. is now conducting detailed engineering work, including a 3-D seismic
survey, on the Balal field. Balal likely will require extensive water injection and other
secondary recovery methods, especially in later years.

On November 14, 1999, Shell announced that it had been chosen for an $800-million
project to develop the Soroush and Nowruz offshore oil fields. These fields are located
about 50 miles west of Kharg Island and contains estimated recoverable reserves of 400
million barrels of mainly heavy oil. Soroush was one of the original 11 projects put out
for tender by NIOC in 1995, and the project calls for Shell to raise output at Soroush to
100,000-150,000 bbl/d (from 60,000 bbl/d currently), and at Nowruz to 90,000 bbl/d. The
Shell deal is potentially problematic in that it would appear to be in violation of U.S.
sanctions under ILSA.

NIOC also would like to develop five oil and gas fields in the Hormuz region (Henjam A
(HA), HB, HC, HD, and HE), the A field near Lavan Island, the Esfandir field near
Kharg Island, and two structures near the South Pars gas field. According to NIOC, the
five Henjam fields hold an estimated 400 million barrels of oil and have a production
potential of 80,000 bbl/d.
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Refining
As of January 2000, Iran had nine operational refineries with a combined capacity of 1.47
million bbl/d. In order to meet burgeoning domestic demand for middle and light
distillates, Iran has imported refined products since 1982, and is attempting to boost its
refining capacity to 2 million bbl/d. Two planned grassroots refineries include a 225,000-
bbl/d plant at Shah Bahar and a 120,000-bbl/d unit on Qeshm Island. The $3-billion Shah
Bahar refinery project was approved by the government in late 1994 and would be built
by private investors.

Natural Gas
Iran contains an estimated 812 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) in proven natural gas reserves—
the world’s second largest and surpassed only by those found in Russia. The bulk of
Iranian gas reserves are located in non-associated fields, and has not been developed,
meaning that Iran has huge potential for gas development. Besides domestic
consumption, which is growing rapidly, Iran also has the potential to be a large natural
gas exporter. In 1998, Iran produced about 1.9 Tcf of natural gas. Currently, natural gas
accounts for around 40% of Iran’s total energy consumption.

Iran’s largest non-associated natural gas field is South Pars, geologically an extension of
Qatar’s 241-Tcf North Field. South Pars was first identified in 1988 and originally
appraised at 128 Tcf in the early 1990s. However, NIOC-sponsored studies conducted in
mid-1996 indicate that South Pars contains an estimated 240 Tcf of gas, of which a large
fraction will be recoverable, and at least 3 billion barrels of condensate. Iran’s other
sizable non-associated gas reserves include the offshore 47-Tcf North Pars gas field (a
separate structure from South Pars), the onshore Nar-Kangan fields, the 13-Tcf Aghar
and Dalan fields in Fars province, and the Sarkhoun and Mand fields.

The dual Aghar-Dalan field development has been one of National Iranian Gas
Company’s (NIGC) recent successful gas utilization projects. Since coming online in
mid-1995, the Aghar and Dalan fields have produced approximately 600 million cubic
feet per day (Mmcf/d) and 800 Mmcf/d, respectively. Gas from both fields is processed at
a $300-million gas processing facility at the Dalan field, which is also the location of a
40-MW, gas-fired power plant. Most of the treated gas from the Dalan processing plant is
carried through a 212-mile pipeline for re-injection in the Marun field and other oil fields
in Khuzestan province.

New Field Development Projects
On September 29, 1997, Total signed a $2-billion deal (along with Russia’s Gazprom and
Malaysia’s Petronas) to explore South Pars and to help develop the field during Phase 2
and 3 of its development. NIOC estimates that South Pars has a gas production potential
of up to 8 billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d) from four individual reservoirs, possibly
beginning in 2001. Phase I, currently scheduled for completion by the end of 2000,
involves production of 900 million cubic feet per day (Mmcf/d) of natural gas and 40,000
bbl/d of condensate. This first phase is being carried out by the Petroleum Development
and Engineering Company (PEDEC), an affiliate of NIOC, while Total’s consortium is
responsible for Phases 2 and 3. In August 1999, Total signed a $110-million contract with
Hyundai Heavy Industries for construction of twin undersea pipelines from South Pars to
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onshore facilities at Assaluyeh. As of late 1999, the future of South Pars Phases 4 and 5
remained uncertain, with Shell and Gazprom both claiming to be in the running.

In addition to South Pars, Iran aims to develop the 6.4-Tcf, non-associated Khuff (Dalan)
reservoir of the Salman oil field. Salman straddles Iran’s maritime border with Abu
Dhabi, where it is known as the Abu Koosh field. NIOC is seeking to develop the Khuff
reservoir, which could lead to the production of 500 Mmcf/d of non-associated gas, along
with the 120,000 bbl/d of crude oil that is now being produced from a shallower
reservoir. Salman gas could either be exported to Dubai’s Jebel Ali or to domestic
locations at Qeshm Island and Badar Mogham. The project cost is estimated at slightly
under $600 million for a two-platform development.

The 47-Tcf North Pars development will be integral to Iran’s long-term gas utilization
plans. In early 1994, Shell completed a feasibility study on the field. Development plans
call for 3.6 Bcf/d of gas production, of which 1.2 Bcf/d would be re-injected into the
onshore Gachsaran, Bibi Hakimeh, and Binak oil fields. The other 2.4 Bcf/d would be
sent to the more mature Agha Jari oil field. Negotiations on the field stalled in 1995, but
Shell reportedly renewed its interest in 1998.

Natural Gas Exports
Although domestic gas consumption is growing rapidly, including use as a motor fuel,
Iran continues to promote export markets for its natural gas. Possibilities include
pipelines to Turkey, Armenia, Europe, Pakistan, and India, plus the possibility of an LNG
facility for producing exports to Asia.

In 1996, Iran and Turkey signed a $20-billion agreement that calls for Iran to supply
Turkey with natural gas over a period of 22 years. Exports of Iranian gas to Turkey were
slated to start in 1999 at an initial rate of 300 Mmcf/d and rise to a level of 1,000 Mmcf/d
in 2005. In November 1998, Turkey began construction of a 623-mile pipeline that could
transport gas westward from Iran. In January 2000, Iran said that it accepted Turkey’s
request to delay the purchase of Iranian natural gas until September 2001. Turkey said
that it had been unable to complete its portion of the pipeline due to economic problems.

Kazakhstanxiv

Kazakhstan is important to world energy markets because it contains significant oil and
gas reserves. In particular, the Tengiz oil field alone is estimated to contain between 6
and 9 billion barrels of proven oil reserves.

Note: information contained in this report is the best available as of April 2000 and can
change.

Kazakhstan declared its sovereignty from the Soviet Union on October 25, 1990 and
became an independent country on December 16, 1991. Kazakhstan is a constitutional
republic with a strong presidency, and President Nazarbayev is the country’s central
political figure. On January 10, 1999, he was re-elected president.

Kazakhstan’s foreign affairs are strongly influenced by its location between two great
powers, Russia and China. Political decisions in Kazakhstan are made in consideration of
the reactions of both of these countries, and oil and gas companies from both countries
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have been awarded contracts to develop Kazakhstan’s energy potential. Kazakhstan
moved its capital in November 1997 from Almaty in the southeast to Astana (formerly
Akmola) in the north both for security reasons and in recognition of its ethnic minorities,
including a heavily Russian population in the north. In addition, Kazakhstan has worked
to increase economic cooperation with neighboring states in Central Asia, the Caucasus,
and Turkey.

Kazakhstan has begun to shift its trade away from the former Soviet Union and towards
its neighbors in Central Asia, the Causasus, and Turkey. The TRACECA Program
(Transport System Europe-Caucasus-Asia, informally known as the Great Silk Road) was
launched at a European Union (EU) conference in 1993. TRACECA encourages the
development of a transport corridor on an East-West axis from Central Asia, through the
Caucasus, across the Black Sea, to Europe. In September 1998, twelve nations (including
Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Romania, Turkey, and Uzbekistan) signed a
multilateral agreement known as the Baku Declaration to develop the transport corridor
through closer economic integration of member countries, rehabilitation and development
of new transportation infrastructure, and enhancement of stability and trust in the region.
The corridor would include all forms of transport, including air, automobile, pipeline,
rail, and sea as well as telecommunications.

Kazakhstan’s economy has been affected by several factors over the past three years,
including the Asian economic crisis, the Russian financial crisis, and fluctuations in
prices for export commodities such as energy and metals. The 1997-1998 Asian crisis
hurt investor confidence in developing markets such as Kazakhstan, and the re-
emergence of developing markets as this crisis has eased renewed investor interest in
Kazakhstan. The 1998 Russian monetary crisis had a greater effect because Russia is
Kazakhstan’s largest trading partner, and Russia’s devalued ruble discouraged exports to
Russia and encouraged imports from Russia. In addition, Kazakhstan’s economy was hurt
by weak demand and low prices in 1998 -1999 for commodities that comprise its three
leading exports - petroleum, steel, and copper. Renewed Russian economic growth in
1999-2000 increased the demand for Kazakh goods. The rise in world oil and metals
prices later in 1999 also helped Kazakhstan’s economy recover, as have economic
reforms and Kazakhstan’s privatization  program.

Oil
Kazakhstan is the second largest oil producer among former Soviet republics after Russia
, producing over half a million barrels per day (bbl/d). Almost half of Kazakh production
comes from three large onshore fields - Tengiz, Uzen, and Karachaganak. Kazakhstan
has been eager to tap its production potential of over 3 million bbl/d, and former Prime
Minister Nurlan Balgimbayev (now the head of Kazakhoil) has estimated that
Kazakhstan could earn $700 billion in revenues (including taxes) from offshore oil and
gas fields over the next 40 years.

In order to develop its production, Kazakhstan has opened its resources to development
by foreign companies. International oil projects have taken the form of joint ventures,
production sharing agreements (PSAs), and exploration/field concessions. By far the
largest of these is the Tengizchevroil joint venture. In April 1993, Chevron concluded the
$20 billion Tengizchevroil joint venture to develop the Tengiz oil field, with 6-9 billion
barrels of estimated oil reserves. The Tengizchevroil joint venture produced 190,000
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bbl/d in 1999, and production could increase to 340,000 bbl/d by 2002. Given adequate
export outlets, the Tengizchevroil joint venture could reach peak production of 750,000
b/d by 2010. Tengizchevroil exported about 170,000 bbl/d of crude oil in 1999 through
the Russian pipeline system; by barge and rail to the Baltic; and by ship, pipeline, and rail
to the Black Sea. Tengizchevroil is also considering using the $100 million upgrade of
the Tengiz-Aktau pipeline, which will increase the pipeline’s export capacity from its
current 60,000 bbl/d to 160,000 bbl/d in 2000.

Kazakhstan projects that its crude oil and gas condensate production will rise to 660,000
bbl/d in 2000, to 750,000 bbl/d in 2001, and to 830,000 bbl/d in 2002. Most of the growth
will be provided by the Tengizchevroil venture, the Karachaganak gas condensate field
consortium, and from new fields coming on stream: North Buzachi, Sazankurak, Saztobe,
Airankol, and others. By 2002, Kazakhstan plans to have other major fields on stream:
Alibekmola, Urikhtau, and Kozhasai. In addition, drilling has begun on the offshore
Kashagan block being developed by the Offshore Kazakhstan International Operating
Company (OKIOC). This project, with estimated possible oil reserves of up to 40 billion
barrels, is being closely watched as an indicator of the Caspian region’s oil supply
potential.

Kazakhstan needs to resolve two major issues in order for it to further increase oil
production. Development of the offshore potential of Kazakhstan in the Caspian Sea has
been slowed by a dispute over ownership rights. This disagreement ties in with a broader
debate between Caspian Sea Region states over how the Caspian Sea should be treated
under international law (including environmental issues). In 1997, Kazakhstan signed a
communique with Turkmenistan pledging to divide their sections of the Caspian along
median lines, and in July 1998 Kazakhstan signed a bilateral agreement with Russia (not
yet ratified) dividing the northern Caspian seabed (but not the rest of the Caspian Sea)
along median lines between the two countries. Both of these agreements are interim until
the status of the Caspian Sea is settled among all of the littoral states.

The other major issue is the development of export routes to bring Kazakhstan’s oil to
world markets. Kazakhstan exported about 340,000 bbl/d of crude oil and condensate in
1998. The majority of Kazakh exports -216,000 bbl/d - were shipped by pipeline, of
which about 180,000 bbl/d were transported by the Atyrau-Saransk-Samara pipeline
through Russia. In addition, 88,000 bbl/d was shipped by rail, and 36,000 bbl/d was
shipped across the Caspian Sea. About half of all Kazakh exports -195,000 bbl/d - was
exported to countries outside the former Soviet Union.

Under the former Soviet Union, Kazakhstan’s pipeline network was integrated with the
Russian pipeline system, and all of Kazakhstan’s oil was exported through the Russian
pipeline system. Kazakhstan’s oil production is concentrated in the west, and two export
pipelines transport this oil to refineries and export pipelines in Russia. However,
Kazakhstan’s urban and industrial centers are concentrated in the east, and because they
are not connected to the production centers, they must import oil via an oil pipeline from
Siberia. As a result, Kazakhstan’s pipeline system is fragmented, consisting of the two
export pipelines in the west, the import pipeline in the east, and a smaller internal line in
the south.
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Refining
Kazakhstan has three major oil refineries supplying the northern region (at Pavlodar),
western region (at Atyrau), and southern region (at Shymkent). The refinery at Pavlodar
is supplied mainly by a crude oil pipeline from Western Siberia, the Atyrau refinery runs
solely on domestic crude from northwest Kazakhstan, and the Shymkent refinery
currently uses oil from Kazakh fields at Kumkol, Aktyubinsk, and Makatinsk, but
utilization is only 60% because it is unable to process other oils. Because their pipeline
networks are interconnected, Russia and Kazakhstan plan to swap 50,000 bbl/d of oil.
Kazakhstan will deliver oil to Russian refineries on the Atyrau-Samara pipeline and
Russia will deliver oil on the Omsk-Pavlodar pipeline for processing at Kazakh
refineries. Oil refining output fell during early 1999 because of an inability to pay for oil
imports, resulting in a shortage of oil products that affected industrial production.

Export Options
Russia is Kazakhstan’s primary export outlet, with Kazakh oil transiting Russia via
Kazakhstan’s two export pipelines and by rail en route to world markets. Tengizchevroil
shipped oil by rail to Finland and the Ukrainian ports of Odessa and Feodosia, and
Embamunaigaz shipped oil by rail to Poland and Finland. Kazakhstan’s usage of Russian
routes is projected to increase with the expansion of the existing Atyrau-Saransk-Samara
export pipeline through Russia to 310,000 bbl/d.

In addition, oil from the Tengizchevroil joint venture will be exported by the Caspian
Pipeline Consortium (CPC) to world markets via a 900-mile, $2.3 billion oil export
pipeline connecting to the Russian Black Sea port of Novorosiisk. The pipeline is
expected to be commissioned in 2001 with a first phase capacity of 564,000 bbl/d, but it
will not reach its full capacity of 1.34 million bbl/d until about 2015. Chevron has
estimated that during its 35-40 year expected life, the pipeline could bring in $8 billion in
taxes for Kazakhstan, and development of the Tengiz field and operation of the pipeline
would earn about $150 billion for Kazakhstan and Russia. With the completion of Phase I
of the CPC line in mid-2001 and the expansion of the Atyrau line, Kazakhstan will have
about 1 million bbl/d of pipeline export capacity.

Other oil export pipeline options from the Caspian Sea region are also being explored.
Trans-Caspian oil pipelines could be built that would connect with other export pipelines,
such as the proposed Main Export Pipeline from Baku (Azerbaijan)-Ceyhan (Turkey).
Mobil, Shell, and Chevron are conducting a feasibility study on building a pipeline from
Aktau in western Kazakhstan to Baku, Azerbaijan that would traverse the Caspian Sea
bed from north to south. Capacity at Kazakhstan’s Aktau seaport was increased to
160,000 bbl/d in 1999. Kazakhstan has also discussed shipping oil from its Kumkol field
to Turkmenistan’s Caspian port of Turkmenbashi, with talks focusing on tariff rates. Oil
and gas swaps with Turkmenistan are also a possibility.

Several proposed routes for Kazakhstan could bring oil towards markets in Asia instead
of to European markets. One proposed pipeline would bring Kazakh oil via Turkmenistan
to outlets in Iran and the Persian Gulf. Kazakhstan and Iran could also continue their
arrangement for oil swaps between the two countries, where up to 40,000 bbl/d of
Kazakh oil would be delivered by tanker via the Caspian Sea to refineries in northern Iran
in exchange for the delivery by Iran of a similar value of crude to Kazakh clients via the
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Persian Gulf. In addition, the proposed Central Asia Oil Pipeline would bring oil from
Kazakhstan to Pakistan and to other customers via the Arabian Sea.

Kazakhstan is also considering the Chinese market. Kazakhstan exported 50,000 bbl/d to
China via rail in 1999 and Tengizchevroil has made test deliveries to China by rail.
Aktobemuniagaz, which is 60% owned by China’s CNOOC, exported about 9,000 bbl/d
of oil to China in 1999, with the total expected to increase to 10,000 bbl/d in 2000. The
oil is exported via rail to the refinerey at Urumchi, China. Kazakhstan has been building
ties with China, and in June 1997, the China National Petroleum Corporation signed an
agreement with Kazakhstan for a proposed $3.5 billion 1,800-mile pipeline to China .
Under this agreement, China is responsible for financing the project. A feasibility study
was undertaken, but the study was halted near its completion date. Kazakhstan has stated
that if China would not undertake the project, Kazakhstan would turn its attention to
other projects.

Kazakhstan has said that it would not make a decision on another main route for its oil
exports until it received the results of test wells in its sector of the Caspian Sea, and had a
better idea of its export potential. By 2010, it is likely that only 3 or 4 large projects will
be producing oil - Tengiz, Karachaganak, Uzen, and possibly OKIOC’s Kashagan
project.

Natural Gas
More than 40% of Kazakhstan’s reserves are located in one field, the giant Karachaganak
field in northwest Kazakhstan that is an extension of Russia’s Orenburg field. In 1997, an
international consortium signed a $7 - $8 billion final production sharing agreement to
develop the field for 40 years, with a planned investment of $4 billion by 2006.
Development of the field has been hampered because the former Soviet Union intended
for this gas to be processed at nearby Orenburg in Russia, and exported via pipelines
from Russia. However, the Orenburg plant has accepted only a fraction of Karachagnak’s
potential output. Although Russia’s Gazprom had originally agreed to take a 15% stake in
the consortium in exchange for processing and exporting the gas, it has left the project.

Because of the difficulties in processing output at the Orenburg plant, a new $600 million
gas processing plant at Karachagnak has been planned to process the condensate with a
target date of 2005. Liquids production is expected to exceed 300,000 bbl/d by 2006,
with the output to be exported using the CPC pipeline, and gas output should reach over
883 billion cubic feet (Bcf) annually. Kazakhoil, Kaztransoil, British Gas, Lukoil, AGIP,
and Texaco have signed an agreement to construct a new 285 mile pipeline to transport
the condensate from Bolshoy Chagan (southwest of Karachagnak) to Atyrau, where it
will connect with the CPC pipeline. The pipeline will have an initial capacity of 140,000
bbl/d, rising to 240,000 bbl/d, and cost $440 million.

Kazakhstan’s other significant producing areas include the Tengiz, Zhanazhol, and Uritau
fields. In addition, rising associated gas production at the Tengiz field will result in
Tengiz becoming the second largest producing field for natural gas in Kazakhstan. The
undeveloped offshore areas are also believed to hold large amounts of gas. While some of
these fields are near the Russian gas pipeline system, they are not currently linked to it,
and Russia’s Gazprom is a potential competitor with Central Asian gas on world markets.
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Kazakhstan must either negotiate to connect its fields with the existing Russian gas
pipeline system, or develop new ways of getting gas to markets.

Kazakh gas production has been hampered by the lack of infrastructure, with many oil
producers flaring the gas instead of using it. Kazakhstan had considered constructing a
pipeline network linking gas fields with consuming centers at a cost of over $1 billion.
Other investment needs include capturing previously flared gas, appraisal work for gas
fields located near consuming areas, meter installation at cross-border locations, and
environmental rehabilitation and protection. In order to reduce the flaring of natural gas,
Kazakhstan passed a new law in August 1999 requiring subsoil users (such as oil
companies) to include gas utilization projects in their development plans.

Export Options
Kazakhoil and Phillips, two of the partners in the Offshore Kazakhstan International
Operating Company (OKIOC), have agreed to conduct a feasibility study on the
construction of a proposed $500 million gas liquefaction plant at Atyrau. The proposed
plant would be built by 2004, and liquefied gas would be transported to consumers by
rail. Conoco is moving forward with a plan to ship 1.5 million metric tons of LNG/year
from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan across the Caspian to Baku, where it would then be
shipped by rail to Georgian ports en route to Turkey and other Mediterranean customers.
Conoco has set up a joint venture with Georgia’s Ajargazi railway and a Turkish partner,
and has also spent $600,000 to install facilities at the Georgian port of Batumi.

Alternatively, other gas export pipeline options from the Caspian Sea region are being
considered. One option is a proposed 5,000 mile China Pipeline that would bring 1 Tcf of
gas from Central Asia annually to China; this line would pass through Kazakhstan.
Another alternative is to export gas westwards to Turkey and other European markets. A
preliminary feasibility study of this route was conducted by Exxon, Mitsubishi and
CNPC. In December 1998, Royal Dutch/Shell, Chevron, and Mobil signed an agreement
with Kazakhstan to conduct a feasibility study for twin oil and gas pipelines that would
pass across the Caspian Sea from Kazakhstan to Baku.

Kyrgyzstanxv

Kyrgyzstan is a mineral-rich country strategically situated between China and
Kazakhstan. Unlike its Central Asian neighbors, Kyrgyzstan has insignificant reserves of
petroleum and natural gas, but it has great potential for hydroelectric power generation.

Kyrgyzstan, a small, mountainous country with a predominantly agricultural economy,
emerged from decades of Soviet rule in 1991. Since that time, Kyrgyzstan has been one
of the most progressive countries of the former Soviet Union in carrying out market
reforms, yet it remains one of the poorest.

Kyrgyzstan’s economy and industrial output contracted sharply following the breakup of
the Soviet Union, but by mid-1995 production began to recover and exports began to
increase. Following a successful stabilization program, which lowered inflation from
88% in 1994 to 15% for 1997 and privatized many state-run industries, attention turned
toward stimulating growth.
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Foreign assistance played a substantial role in the country’s economic turnaround in
1996-97, but Russia’s 1998 financial crisis had serious adverse effects on the Kyrgyz
economy. After gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 9.9 % in 1997, growth slowed to
a mere 1.8% in 1998. Although GDP rebounded in 1999 to increase by 3.6%, industrial
output fell by 1.7%, and the country’s inflation rate jumped to 39.9% at year’s end.
Kyrgyzstan’s trade deficit decreased in 1999, but the improvement in the trade balance
was mostly due to a fall in imports due to low consumption demand.

The Kyrgyz government has indicated a desire to become self-sufficient in its energy
needs. However, a lack of significant oil or gas reserves has left the country dependent on
energy imports and vulnerable to price shocks. Yet, with an abundance of mountain
rivers, Kyrgyzstan has significant hydroelectric potential. With sufficient capital
investment, Kyrgyzstan can develop this hydroelectric potential to meet more of the
country’s energy needs.

In February 2000, Kyrgyzstan applied for $40 million International Development
Assistance (IDA) credit from the World Bank. The IDA credit is geared to restructure the
economy as well as help the government privatize electricity distribution companies,
strengthen the financial situation of Kyrgyzgas and Kyrgyzenergo Kyrgyz electric power,
the state gas and electricity companies, respectively, and develop a heating supply
strategy to insulate the country from the effects of intermittent natural gas supply
disruptions.

Oil
Kyrgyzstan contains seven developed oil fields and two oil/gas fields. Although the
country has estimated reserves of 40 million barrels, difficult geological structures and
water encroachment mean that recovery rates are low. In addition, the lack of oil sector
infrastructure and difficulty in luring foreign investment has limited exploration and
drilling, hampering further development of Kyrgyzstan’s petroleum sector. Thus, with
consumption of 11,000 bbl/d and production of only 2,000 bbl/d, the country is reliant on
imported oil to meet its consumption needs.

The Kyrgyz government has announced plans to privatize Kyrgyzneft, the national oil
company, as well as to allow privately-owned companies to operate in the oil sector. The
government also is seeking investors for oil production in the south, and exploration in
the eastern part of the country. In 1998, a Netherlands-Kyrgyz joint venture began
prospecting for oil and gas.

Refining
Kyrgyzstan has one crude oil refinery in Dzhalal-abad, about 150 miles south of Bishkek.
The refinery, which was built in 1997 as a joint venture between Trans Hydrocarbon
(Canada) and Kyrgyzstan’s state oil company, produces 10,000 bbl/d of heavy fuel oil
(50%), diesel (30%), and gasoline (20%).

Natural Gas
Although Kyrgyzstan has estimated natural gas reserves of 200 billion cubic feet (Bcf),
the country is heavily reliant on gas imports to meet domestic consumption requirements.
Imports reach the northern region of Kyrgyzstan through the Bukhara-Tashkent-Bishkek-
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Almaty pipeline, with the southern part of the country receiving gas from Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan.

Natural gas accounts for close to 30% of Kyrgyzstan’s energy consumption, and the
country’s dependence on imports has left it vulnerable to supply disruptions. Since
Uzbekistan, the country’s main supplier of natural gas, began charging world prices for
its gas, Kyrgyzstan has constantly been in payment arrears. As a result, Uzbekistan
periodically has terminated gas transmissions to Kyrgyzstan owing to the debt for
previous supplies. Although negotiations between the two countries have produced
several agreements to exchange gas for partial payment and goods, these deals have often
fell through, and Kyrgyzstan’s continual inability to make payments has meant that
Uzbekistan slashes gas supplies to the country.

Russiaxvi

Russia holds the world's largest natural gas reserves, the second largest coal reserves, and
the eighth largest oil reserves. Russia is also the world's second largest energy consumer,
and is the world's largest exporter of natural gas and second largest exporter of energy
and petroleum in the world.

After months of instability following the 1998 financial crisis, Russia's economy is
showing signs of stabilizing. Russia's gross domestic product (GDP), after declining by
7-8% after the crisis, rose by about 1% during the second quarter of 1999. In addition, the
Russian ruble has also stabilized, reducing the upward pressure on the cost of imported
goods and consumer prices.

Russia's economic turnaround has been driven in large part by increases in its industrial
production, which was about 6% higher during the first 8 months of 1999 compared to
the same period a year earlier. Industrial output rose, in part, because the sharp decline in
the value of the ruble in 1998 made domestic goods more price-competitive with
imported goods. Improvements in the trade balance also helped the economy, as imports
declined and exports increased (helped greatly by sharply higher world oil prices).

Meanwhile, fears of Y2K-related power disruptions in Russia proved unfounded. Despite
international worries that Russian power grids and nuclear plants were not prepared to
handle the Y2K computer bug, Russia greeted the New Year without problems.

Oil
Russian oil production has continued to fall since the breakup of the Soviet Union. From
7.86 million barrels per day (bbl/d) in 1992, production fell nearly 23%, to 6.07 million
bbl/d, in 1998. Preliminary data for 1999 shows Russian oil production dipping even
further, to 5.90 million bbl/d. Despite the added incentive of a three-fold increase in
world oil prices since December 1998, declines in drilling and capital investment mean
that a drop in Russia's oil production is virtually unavoidable in 2000. Although Russia is
blessed with vast oil reserves--estimates vary between 49-55 billion barrels--run down
equipment and poorly developed fields are making it difficult to develop them.

Russian energy firms are still recovering from the twin blows of the August 1998
financial crisis and the oil price collapse of December 1998. Russia's oil majors were
hard hit by the financial crisis, causing them to limit their capital investments and
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exploratory drilling. The industry is trying to shed inefficient capacity in upstream and
downstream operations while maintaining cash flow in the face of ongoing international
worries over the investment climate in Russia. In addition, the Russian government is
keeping a tight rein on the oil industry, raising export tariffs and squeezing margins. As a
result, the industry kept little of the estimated $2.4 billion in extra foreign currency that
flowed into Russia in 1999 from higher oil prices.

Oil Exports
Preliminary figures on Russian oil exports for 1999 show a slight drop from the record
tally of 1998. In 1998, Russian exports (crude oil and products) totaled a record 3.5
million bbl/d, of which 3.1 million bbl/d was destined for customers outside the former
Soviet Union (FSU). Since 1991, Russian producers have shown a preference for
increasing their hard-currency earnings by exporting outside of the FSU, mostly to
European customers such as the United Kingdom, France, Italy, Germany, and Spain.
The share of net exports to countries outside the FSU has risen from 53% in 1992 to 89%
in 1998.

The majority of Russian oil is exported via terminals in the Baltic and Black Seas. Black
Sea exports must pass through the increasingly crowded Bosporus Straits. Russian crude
oil also is exported to Europe via the 1.2-million bbl/d capacity Druzhba (Friendship)
pipeline. As traditional export routes through Black Sea ports have been running at full
capacity, companies are turning toward the Baltic ports and the Druzhba pipeline as
alternatives. Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania are attempting to secure to get a bigger share
of Russian oil exports.

To increase export capacity, Russia has a number of plans to build new export terminals
and pipelines and to expand capacity at several existing terminals. The Baltic Pipeline
System is the largest new pipeline export scheme proposed outside of the Caspian region.
The proposal involves the construction of three ports on the Russian Baltic coast--at Ust-
Luga, Bukhta Batereinayaat, and Primorsk.

Caspian Sea Activities
Russia has raised the stakes in its bid to become a major transit center for oil from the
Caspian Sea Region. The legal status of the Caspian and the division of its wealth of
resources are major points of contention between the states that border the sea
(Azerbaijan, Russia, Turkmenistan, Iran, and Kazakhstan). Although an agreement was
signed between Turkey, Azerbaijan, and Georgia in November 1999 for the construction
of a pipeline bypassing Russian territory, Russia continues to be a major player in
Caspian Sea energy politics.

Russia is pushing for the main export pipeline of the Azerbaijan International Oil
Consortium (AIOC) in Azerbaijan to be routed through Russia to the port of
Novorossiisk instead of to Ceyhan or to the Black Sea port Supsa, Georgia, where a
100,00 bbl/d pipeline is already in operation. In the meantime, Russia is guaranteeing its
inclusion in the potential Caspian wealth through the construction of a 980-mile pipeline
by the Caspian Pipeline Consortium. The pipeline, which is already under construction,
will have the capacity to export 1.34 million bbl/d from the Tengiz field in western
Kazakhstan to a terminal near the Black Sea port of Novorossiisk by 2015.
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Meanwhile, the Transneft oil transport company announced in late December 1999 the
completion of the first stage of a Baku-Novorossiisk pipeline bypassing Chechnya, and
despite an estimated cost of $250-$300 million, the ongoing Chechen conflict may make
the bypass pipeline more attractive. Russian oil strategists also are considering the
feasibility of reviving a discussed pipeline located in the Astrakhan salient to pump
Kazakh oil to Black Sea terminals, with a small branch that could provide a link to the
under-utilized Baku-Novorossiisk route.

Natural Gas
Since the breakup of the Soviet Union, Russian gas production has remained relatively
steady, with a drop in annual output of only 1.7 trillion cubic feet (Tcf), or 8%, from
1992 to 1998. Consumption, however, has declined over 15%--from 16.5 Tcf in 1992 to
13.9 Tcf in 1998. As the world's largest producer of natural gas, Russia's gas production
still far exceeds the country's consumption, and the excess 7 Tcf in 1998 helped maintain
Russia's status as the world's largest gas exporter.

Russia's natural gas industry is dominated by Gazprom, which controls more than 95% of
Russia's gas production. Gazprom oversees eight production associations, operates
Russia's 88,000-mile gas pipeline grid, runs trading houses and marketing joint ventures
in many European countries, and controls one-fifth of the world's natural gas reserves.

The Russian government recently approved a draft federal law envisaging development
of the Russian gas market by setting up trade companies, encouraging investment
opportunities, and gradually liberalizing prices. This follows on reforms aimed at ending
Gazprom's monopoly position by offering equal access and competitive rates on Russia's
national pipeline network to all, as well as abolishing price controls on gas sold by
independent producers.

Still, Gazprom is Russia's largest earner of hard currency, and its tax payments account
for around 25% of federal government tax revenues. Russia's gas industry is heavily
dependent upon exports since only about 15-20% of Gazprom's domestic consumers pay
promptly and in cash. As a result of the approximately $2.7 billion debt of domestic gas
consumers, Gazprom has been unable to make all of its tax payments.

The Russian government is squeezing Gazprom's bottom line with a planned 5% natural
gas export duty in 2000. In an effort to boost its cash flow, in late December 1999 the
Gazprom board announced that the price of natural gas for Russian industry would be
increased by 40%-50%, and that gas supplies for power generation would be reduced.
Gazprom also is stepping up pressure on foreign debtors to pay their bills.

Exports and International Projects
Gazprom is attempting to diversify its gas export strategy to bring in more hard currency.
In 1999, Russian gas exports outside the former Soviet Union were up by 5%, rising by
over 200 billion cubic feet (Bcf) to reach 4.5 Tcf per year on the strength of a 350 Bcf per
year jump in exports to Western Europe. Exports to Germany, Italy, and France all rose
in 1999, and Gazprom forecasts another 140 Bcf hike in total exports in 2000 to lift the
annual tally to 4.6 Tcf per year.
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Russian gas exports to Turkey, up 33% in 1999, should continue rising this year, paving
the way for a big leap in deliveries when the highly anticipated Blue Stream gas pipeline
begins operations. Despite falling 6 months behind the original schedule, Gazprom still is
trying to meet the original target of 2001 for commencing deliveries. By the beginning of
2001, Turkey should receive some 138 Bcf of extra natural gas annually from Russia.
Gazprom is also working on expanding transit capacity through Romania and Bulgaria to
allow for an eventual increase in deliveries to Turkey via the Balkans.

Gazprom also recently signed a deal with Dutch trader Gasunie for delivery of 80 Bcm
(2.8 Tcf) over a 20-year period starting in October 2001. To fulfill this contract, Russia
resumed imports from Turkmenistan for the first time since 1997, signing an import deal
with Turkmenneftegaz for a one-year import of 20 Bcm (700 Bcf).

Gazprom's long-term aim is to reduce gas transit via Ukraine to between 35-40% of all
exports outside the former Soviet Union (from around 90% now). Russia-Ukraine
relations have been strained by allegations of Ukrainian natural gas theft, and Gazprom
believes that transit capacity through Ukraine will decline because of Ukraine's failure to
invest in maintaining its transit infrastructure. Gazprom also is seriously considering
building a second leg of the Yamal-Europe pipeline to double capacity on the route,
although it is not likely to be needed for a number of years.

Tajikistanxvii

Tajikistan has the lowest per capita gross domestic product (GDP) in the former Soviet
Union. A civil war between Islamic conservatives and the secular government lasted
from 1992 through 1997. Following a peace agreement between the United Tajik
Opposition (UTO) and the government of President Emomali Rakhmonov in June 1997,
however, a modest recovery has been underway. Tajikistan concluded a loan agreement
with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) shortly after the peace agreement. The
country’s real GDP grew 5.3% in 1998, and is projected to maintain modest real growth
of around 4.0% in 1999.

Tajikistan’s economy is concentrated in a small number of industries, mainly cotton,
aluminum, and hydroelectricity. The Tursanzade aluminum smelting plant is the world’s
largest such facility.

Oil
Tajikistan produced approximately 3,000 barrels per day (bbl/d) of crude oil in 1998, and
consumed a total of 29,000 bbl/d of petroleum products. Since Tajikistan does not have a
domestic refinery, all petroleum products must be imported. Other Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS) countries account for more than 97% of Tajikistan’s oil product
imports, with Uzbekistan supplying more than 70%.

Natural Gas

Tajikistan has natural gas reserves of only 200 billion cubic feet (Bcf), and only minor
domestic production. Tajikistan thus relies heavily on imports of natural gas from
neighboring Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. Pipelines run from Uzbekistan to Tajikistan’s
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capital Dushanbe, and through northern Tajikistan. Total Tajik consumption of natural
gas in 1997 was 40 Bcf. Uzbekistan has a barter arrangement with Tajik authorities under
which gas is supplied in exchange for the use of a rail transport corridor across northern
Tajikistan.

Turkey
xviii

Turkey’s strategic location makes it a natural “energy bridge” between major oil
producing areas in the Middle East and Caspian Sea regions on the one hand, and
consumer markets in Europe on the other. Turkey’s port of Ceyhan is an important outlet
both for current Iraqi oil exports as well as for potential future Caspian oil exports.
Turkey’s Bosporus Straits are a major shipping “choke point” between the Black and
Mediterranean Seas. Finally, Turkey is a rapidly growing energy consumer in its own
right.

Turkey’s real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew at a 7%-8% annual rate between 1995
and 1997, with annual wholesale inflation of 82%-89%. In 1998, real GDP grew at a
slower, 2.8% rate. This is expected (by the OECD) to slow even further to around 2% in
1999 (GDP actually fell in the first quarter of 1999). Inflation is expected (also by the
OECD) to be around 50% in 1999. In June 1999, Turkey’s new 3-party coalition
government (headed by Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit, who won elections in April 1999)
began discussions on an economic revival package. As of early August 1999, the
government had completed work on the package, which offers a cut in corporate tax rates
(from 25% to 20%, a fixed withholding tax on capital gains, a reduction in the levy on
consumer loans (from 8% to 3%), and a 3-year postponement on implementation of a
stricter tax regime aimed at the country’s large “unofficial” economy. Prime Minister
Ecevit predicted that the economy would recover “in the next few months” and that
interest rates must come down. High inflation remains a serious problem for Turkey,
although it is below the triple digit levels Turkey experienced earlier in the decade.
Turkey also has a high foreign debt burden and an inefficient tax collection system, while
privatization has lagged far behind target.

In late June 1998, the Turkish government signed an unconventional, 18-month
agreement with the IMF in which Turkey pledged to cut its inflation rate to 50% by year-
end 1998 and to 20% by year-end 1999. Under the deal, the IMF is to monitor and
endorse Turkey’s economic policies, while Turkey’s government has promised to
implement monetary, exchange rate, and other economic policies (tax reform, reduction
in subsidies) consistent with its goals of reducing both inflation and the country’s
structural deficit. The IMF deal depends upon Turkey’s passage of structural reforms
through parliament. In particular, the IMF is pushing for reforms in banking, agriculture,
social security, and privatization. In July 1999, the Turkish government agreed to a
controversial privatization amendment. The amendment would be to article 47 of the
Turkish constitution, which regulates nationalization, permitting private entities to be
taken over by the government. Amendments to articles 125 and 155, which deal with
international arbitration and Turkish jurisdiction over concession contracts, respectively,
are being considered. This could help pave the way for multi-billion dollar energy
investments in Turkey.
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Oil
Turkish oil consumption has increased in recent years, and this trend is expected to
continue, with growth of 2%-3% annually in coming years. Oil provides nearly half of
Turkey’s total energy requirements, but its share is declining (as the share of natural gas
rises). Around 90% of Turkey’s oil supplies are imported, mainly from Saudi Arabia,
Iran, Iraq, the UAE, Libya, Algeria, Syria, Egypt, and Russia. Turkish imports from
Saudi Arabia have declined in recent years as Iraqi oil supplies have gradually increased.

While about 20 companies are exploring for oil and gas in Turkey’s 18 Petroleum
Districts, domestic oil production is primarily accounted for by three companies—the
Turkish State Petroleum Company (TPAO), and foreign operators Royal Dutch/Shell
(Shell) and Mobil. TPAO alone accounts for nearly 80% of the country’s oil output
(currently running around 69,000 bbl/d, down from 90,000 bbl/d in 1991). Oil fields in
the country’s southeast (specifically the Hakkari Basin, Turkey’s main oil producing
area) are generally small, old, and expensive to exploit, although several promising
discoveries have been made in the region in recent years. In addition to the Hakkari
Basin, Turkey contains oil prospects in the Aegean Sea, and in other oil basins in the
south and southeast.

Turkey is looking to Central Asia to provide the major portion of its future oil needs, and
has begun projects to develop supplies there. In September 1994, TPAO became part of
the Azerbaijan International Operating Company (AIOC), a consortium of foreign oil
companies in a multi-billion dollar oil production-sharing agreement with Azeri state oil
company Socar to develop three offshore oil fields in the Caspian Sea. TPAO originally
held a 1.75% share in the group, but this was raised to a 6.75% share after further
negotiations. TPAO also became a partner (9% interest) in the Azeri Shah Deniz field
during the summer of 1996. In Kazakhstan, TPAO established an oil exploration
company, Kazakhturkmunay, with the Kazakh ministries of geology and energy. TPAO
also is active in other areas of the world, including the Middle East and North Africa.

In June 1998, the New York Times reported that Iraq was smuggling as much as 50,000-
60,000 bbl/d of fuel and fuel products into Turkey via tanker truck. Turkey has, for
several years, requested that the United Nations grant it special status which would
exempt it from the UN oil embargo against Iraq. On June 24, 1998, the Turkish
government announced that it had decided to raise a levy on Iraqi fuel oil imported under
what it calls “border trade” from 60% to 80%. According to Turkish State Minister Tunca
Toskay, smuggling of diesel oil into Turkey from Iran and Iraq cost the Turkish treasury
$288 million in lost tax revenue in 1998.

Turkey’s minister in charge of the country’s privatization program, Yuksel Yalova, has
restated his intention to sell off large state companies like fuel retailer Petrol Ofisi (by the
fourth quarter of 1999), refiner Tupras, and petrochemical company Petkim (the Yarimca
and Aliaga plants are slated to be put on sale in the fourth quarter of 1999)

Pipelines
Oil and gas transportation is a crucial and contentious issue in the Caspian Sea/Central
Asia regions. Turkey, Russia and Iran are competing to route the rich energy resources of
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan through their territories. Turkey
is pressing for a “Western route” pipeline that would carry oil from Azerbaijan’s port of
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Baku through Azerbaijan and Georgia and then across Turkey to the Mediterranean port
of Ceyhan, at an estimated cost of $1.8-$3 billion (most recent estimates are running
around $2.4 billion, with a pipeline tariff of $2.58/barrel). Russia, on the other hand, is
promoting a “Northern route” across the Caucasus to the Russian Black Sea port of
Novorossiysk. From there oil would be transported through the Bosporus or via a
proposed pipeline from Bulgaria to Greece en route to Europe. Other proposals include a
pipeline to Georgia’s Black Sea port of Supsa, and a swap arrangement with, or export
pipeline through, Iran. Turkey has been attempting to show that the Baku-Ceyhan line is
cost-competitive compared to alternate routes. In late May 1998, former U.S. Secretary of
Energy Federico Pena during a trip to Turkey reiterated U.S. support for this plan, calling
the Baku-Ceyhan route “optimum.” In October 1998, the presidents of Azerbaijan,
Georgia, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan signed a declaration supporting the Baku-Ceyhan
line. In early August 1999, officials from Turkey, Azerbaijan, and AIOC announced that
they would begin a new round of talks on the pipeline project. This follows the April
1999 signing of the “Istanbul Protocol” between Turkey, Azerbaijan, and U.S. special
advisor for Caspian energy, Richard Morningstar, to speed up talks on the pipeline.

The cost of the Baku-Ceyhan route has been a major issue. Despite Turkey’s assertions
that Baku-Ceyhan would be economically viable, members of the AIOC have delayed
choosing a route, especially at a time of low world oil prices. Turkey also is looking for
gas supplies in addition to the earlier-referenced deal to import natural gas from
Turkmenistan via a pipeline that will likely cross Iran. The Ankara declaration backs a
proposed cross-Caspian natural gas pipeline from Turkmenistan-Azerbaijan that would
follow part of the Baku-Ceyhan oil pipeline route to bring gas to Turkey. The U.S. Trade
and Development Agency awarded another grant in October 1998 to Turkish pipeline
concern Botas to evaluate the feasibility of the joint routes.

Refining/Downstream
Refining and other downstream operations in Turkey are dominated by the state-owned
company Tupras, which has four main refining complexes: Batman in the southeast,
Aliaga near Izmir, Izmit near Istanbul, and the Central Anatolian Refinery at Kirikkale
near Ankara. Tupras has a well-advanced modernization program designed to switch
output at these refineries towards light products in line with changing demand. Turkey’s
sole private refinery is ATAS, near Mersin on the Mediterranean coast, a joint venture of
Mobil (51%), Shell (27%), British Petroleum (17%), and local company Marmara Petrol
ve Rafineri Isleri AS (5%).

Privatization of Turkey’s state refining assets is seen as critical to the success of its
overall economic reform efforts. On March 11, 1998, Turkey’s Higher Privatization
Board (HPB), the body in charge of selling state assets, decided to sell a 51% stake in the
state-owned oil products retailer, Petrol Ofisi (POAS). On July 6, 1998, an administrative
court in Ankara rejected an appeal by the Petrol-Is labor union to suspend the sale of 51%
of POAS to a private, local trading consortium led by Is Bankasi for $1.2 billion. On July
14, 1998, the HPB endorsed the sale.

Opponents of the POAS sale, including trade unions, the opposition social democrat
Republican People’s Party, and others, claim that the sale price for POAS is too low, that
privatization is a move towards “capitalist monopoly,” and that POAS is a strategic asset,
since it supplies and stockpiles fuel for the Turkish military. However, the chairman of
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Turkey’s Privatization Administration, Ugur Bayar, has stated that POAS departments
that supply fuel to the military, as well as related tank farms, will be handed over to the
Defense Ministry by a law. Bayar also says that the state will maintain a “golden share”
in POAS for 5 years and will have the final say on decisions related to the military, as
well as on fuel supplies to eastern Turkey. Once the 51% sale is complete, another 42%
stake in POAS is to be sold off. The HPB also has decided to restructure the state-owned
petrochemicals company, Petkim Petrokimya Holding AS, around two plants—Yarimca
and Allaga. A 51% share of Allaga is to be offered as a block sale.

Natural Gas
Current gas production (7 billion cubic feet—Bcf—from 14 gas fields) in Turkey meets
2.8% of domestic consumption requirements. Major gas producers in Turkey include
Arco, TPAO and Shell. Marmara Kuzey (North Marmara), which came onstream in May
1997, is the country’s largest non-associated gas field. Marmara Kuzey is located
offshore in the Thrace-Gallipoli Basin of the Sea of Marmara. Most Turkish associated
gas is reinjected into oilfields as part of an Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) system.

Turkish natural gas is projected to increase dramatically in coming years, with the prime
consumers expected to be industry and power plants. Turkey consumed 346 Bcf of
natural gas in 1997, accounting for around 13% of Turkey’s total energy consumption.
Gas demand is expected (by the Turkish government) to more than quintuple by 2010.
Meeting this demand will require billions of dollars in foreign investment during that
time period.

Turkey has chosen natural gas as the preferred fuel for the massive amount of new power
plant capacity to be added in coming years. This makes sense for Turkey for several
reasons: environmental (gas is cleaner than coal, lignite, or oil); geographic (Turkey is
close to huge amounts of gas in the Middle East and Central Asia); energy security
(Turkey is seeking to diversify its energy import sources); economic (Turkey could offset
part of its energy import bill through transit fees it could charge for oil and gas shipments
across its territory); and political (Turkey is seeking to strengthen relations with Caspian
and Central Asian countries, several of which are potentially large gas exporters).

The bulk of Turkish gas demand is met by imports, nearly all from Russia (the rest comes
from Algeria via liquefied natural gas—LNG—ships). Turkey would like to diversify its
import sources, and has signed gas import deals with a variety of countries, including
Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Russia, and Turkmenistan. Russia began supplying Turkey with 200
Bcf of gas annually in 1987. In February 1997, Russia agreed to increase gas supplies to
280 Bcf beginning in 1998. On December 15, 1997, Russia and Turkey signed a 25-year
deal under which the Russian gas company, Gazprom, would construct a new gas export
pipeline to Turkey for delivery of around 500 Bcf of natural gas annually by the early
2000s. The $4 billion, 758-mile “Blue Stream” dual pipeline would run from Izobilnoye
in southern Russia, to Dzhugba on the Black Sea, then under the Black Sea for about 247
miles to the Turkish port of Samsun, and on to Ankara. When completed, possibly by
2003, the Blue Stream lines would be the world’s deepest underwater gas pipelines. The
high cost and complex engineering to construct the pipeline (including a corrosive
environment due to high concentrations of hydrogen sulfide at the bottom of the Black
Sea) could push Russia to choose alternate routes (parallel to the current pipeline through
Bulgaria or through Armenia). Other analysts believe the Blue Stream will not be built
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because it is too expensive and technically difficult. Companies involved in Blue Stream
are Russia’s Gazprom and Italy’s Snam. Eventually, the Blue Stream project could be
extended onwards to other Mediterranean countries, such as Lebanon, Syria, and Israel.

A controversial possibility to supply Turkey with gas is a proposed swap deal between
Turkmenistan, Iran, and Turkey. Under this arrangement, Turkmenistan would export gas
to Iran, which would then pump its own gas to Turkey. The supply contract will require
construction of three new pipelines in Turkey. The local consortium of Fernas and STFA
Enerkom has won the bid to construct the 46-inch 160-mile (260-km) line from
Dogubeyazit, on the Iranian border, to Erzurum. From Erzurum, the pipeline will extend
to Sivas, and then to Ankara. Iranian gas used to supply the pipeline will come from the
non-associated Kangan regional fields as well as from associated sources around Ahwaz.
In March 1999, Turkish President Demirel acknowledged that the United States had
asked Turkey not to proceed with the Iranian gas deal, while stating that work on the
Iran-Turkey pipeline was continuing. In late July 1999, the Turkish Treasury signed a
$131 million loan with Japan’s Marubeni Corp. and Germany’s WestLB to finance part
of a gas pipeline in eastern Turkey (from Erzurum to Imranli) to transport either Turkmen
or Iranian gas.

Turkey’s gas deal with Iran has brought criticism from the United States for political
reasons. The deal also initially appeared to violate the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA),
which imposes sanctions on companies investing more than $20 million in Iran’s oil and
gas industries. However, because Iran will only receive transit fees for moving the gas to
Turkey, the United States determined that Turkey was not in violation of the ILSA. The
willingness of major world energy companies, such as France’s Total, to risk violating
ILSA clearly demonstrates how lucrative the Turkish gas markets are expected to
become. Meanwhile, Turkey has steadfastly maintained that it needs to diversify its
suppliers of natural gas away from Russia and that Turkmen and Iranian gas represent
economically sound alternatives.

On May 21, 1999, Botas (Turkey’s state gas generation and transmission company) and
Turkmenistan signed an agreement on building a $2.5-billion, 1,050-mile, gas pipeline
from Turkmenistan, underneath the Caspian Sea, through Azerbaijan and Georgia, and on
to Turkey. Gas deliveries of up to 565 Bcf per year could begin by 2002, with additional
gas possibly going to Europe. The PGS consortium led by U.S. company Bechtel and
including General Electric signed a contract in February 1999 to build the pipeline. In
mid-July 1999, a top Turkish energy official stated that Turkmenistan pipeline was still
the preferred option for Turkey despite a large recent natural gas find in Azerbaijan’s
Shakh Deniz field. Turkish government officials previously have stated that a gas
pipeline from Turkmenistan is a top priority, although the pipeline would compete
against the proposed Blue Stream project, as well as possibly against gas from Egypt,
Iran, and Azerbaijan. In February 1999, Iran urged Turkmenistan to drop its plans for the
project.

Turkey and Egypt announced on June 22, 1998 that they had signed an MOU for
construction of a natural gas pipeline from Egypt to Turkey under the Mediterranean. An
ambitious idea for gas exports is an offshore pipeline which would deliver gas to the
Gaza Strip, Israel, Egypt, Lebanon, Syria and southeastern Turkey. Besides a pipeline,
another idea is to liquefy Egyptian gas and ship it to Turkey in LNG carriers. This project
would involve the construction of a $1.2 billion liquefaction terminal near Port Said on
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the Mediterranean coast, and a regasification facility at Izmir in Turkey. Egypt and
Turkey signed a preliminary agreement for LNG exports in 1996, but analysts have raised
serious questions about whether the project is economically feasible. In December 1998,
Egyptian petroleum minister Hamdi El-Banbi said that “the pipeline route has been
placed has been placed at the top of the agenda, moving ahead of the LNG project,” but
he stressed that the LNG idea was not off the table entirely. As the LNG terminal in
Turkey was planned for the western port city of Izmir far from the proposed pipeline
terminus, it is possible that, given enough future demand, both export routes to Turkey
could go forward. New LNG terminals in Turkey are being planned, including one
adjacent to the existing Ereglisi combined cycle gas turbine power station (which began
operations in June 1999), a regasification terminal at Aliaga (near Izmir on the Aegean
Sea), and an LNG terminal at Iskenderun on the Mediterranean.

Turkmenistanxix

Turkmenistan is important to world energy markets because it contains over 100 trillion
cubic feet of proven natural gas reserves, the third largest in the world. It also borders
the Caspian Sea, which contains major oil and natural gas reserves.

Turkmenistan is in the early stages of recovery from a nearly decade-long economic
decline which began with the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. The country’s real
gross domestic product (GDP) fell steadily from 1992-1997, with the worst year being
1997, with a decline of 25.9%. Growth resumed in 1998, at 5.0%, and is projected at 10%
for 1999. The wild swings in Turkmenistan’s GDP reflect in part the fact that the
country’s economy is concentrated primarily in oil and natural gas. The 1997 plunge in
GDP, for instance, reflected the cutoff of Turkmen access to Russian gas giant
Gazprom’s pipeline network over a payment dispute. Economic growth in 1998 largely
reflected increased oil sales, while the surge in GDP growth in 1999 is largely the result
of the resumption of gas exports to other Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
countries and increased oil prices. Apart from oil and gas, Turkmenistan also produces
significant amounts of cotton, but exports of this commodity are only at half their level
before the Soviet Union’s collapse.

Turkmenistan’s ability to develop its vast gas resources, and its significant oil reserves, is
complicated by geography. The country is landlocked, with Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan
to the north, Iran and Afghanistan to the south, and the landlocked Caspian Sea to the
west. To link its gas resources to large markets, Turkmenistan must develop an export
pipeline infrastructure, which necessitates finding reliable partners for both right-of-way
access through neighboring states and foreign firms to construct the pipeline.

In addition to the question of export routes, the five nations surrounding the Caspian
Sea—Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Russia, Azerbaijan, and Iran—have been divided for
many years over who owns the resources in the seabed. Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, and
Azerbaijan, the three nations with oil near their coastlines, have wanted the Caspian
divided into national sectors, while the remaining two nations, with little or no oil or gas
near their coasts, have wanted the sea’s resources to be shared by all five nations. The
United States has been making efforts to mediate a resolution to the dispute between
Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan. In May 1999, Richard Morningstar, the U.S. special envoy
for Caspian energy issues, visited the region for meetings with the Turkmen and
Azerbaijani heads of state. According to press reports, the main outstanding issue is the
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disposition of the Serdar/Kyapaz oil and gas field, which straddles the countries’ median
line in the Caspian.

Oil
After declining during the early 1990s, Turkmenistan’s oil production has been steadily
increasing since 1995. For 1998, oil production reached 131,000 barrels per day (bbl/d),
up from 120,000 bbl/d in 1997. In June 1998, President Niyazov signed a resolution
providing for restructuring of the oil and gas activities of the Ministry of Oil and Gas into
five state-owned companies. Turkmenrozgaz, in which the Turkmen state is the majority
owner (with a 44% stake owned by Gazprom), is responsible for gas exports through
Russia. Turkmenneftgaz is responsible for oil and gas marketing. Oil production is
carried out by Turkmenneft. Oil and gas-related construction is the responsibility of
Turkmenneftgazstroi, while Turkmengeologia undertakes exploration.

One of the main obstacles hindering development of Turkmenistan’s oil industry is the
lack of export routes. In March 1998, the U.K.’s Monument Oil (which has since been
taken over by Lasmo Oil) reached an agreement with Iran’s National Iranian Oil
Company (NIOC) to provide oil from the offshore Burun field in western Turkmenistan
to the northern border of Iran and swap it for oil to be exported from the Persian Gulf.
The Burun field currently produces approximately 7,000 bbl/d, down from 14,000 bbl/d
in 1998, and is located in the Nebit Dag concession. Lasmo currently holds a 35% stake
in the field, with Mobil holding 40% and Burren Energy holding 25%. The oil swaps
began in late July 1998, withTurkmen oil being delivered to the Iranian Caspian port of
Neka. For its part, Mobil is barred by U.S. law from trading with Iran; therefore, it is not
part of the oil swap deal. In April 1998, Mobil submitted an application to the U.S.
Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Asset Control for a licence to swap Turkmen
oil for Iranian oil. In April 1999, the request was formally denied. The field is considered
capable of much greater production once fully developed, if a permanent export route
becomes available.

Another company, British independent Dragon Oil, also initiated an oil swap deal with
NIOC in April 1998. Dragon Oil is the operator and holds a 50% stake in the offshore
Block II fields, with the other 50% held by Turkmenneft. Production from Block II
currently stands at around 7,000 bbl/d. The company delivered its first cargo of Turkmen
oil to Neka in July 1998.

In addition to participating in oil swaps, Iran has begun to take an active role in
developing Turkmenistan’s oil sector. In August 1998, Iran’s National Iranian Drilling
Company (NIDC) signed a contract with the Turkmen government to drill four wells in
the Turkmenbashi region. The drilling program underway will cost $25 million and is
expected to take 18 months.

In July 1998, Monument Oil signed two production sharing agreements (PSA) with
Mobil and Turkmenneft covering the Garashsyzlyk concession licence onshore western
Turkmenistan. The PSAs cover the exploration, development, and production of oil and
gas from a 1,735-square-mile area adjacent to the Nebit Dag concession, and include the
remaining onshore part of the Asperon Sill. Under the first PSA, Turkmenneft will be
responsible for production and other development activities from existing mature fields in
the agreement area. The second PSA covers undeveloped reservoirs discovered
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underneath the Kotor Tepe and Barsa Gelmes fields. Mobil is the operator, holding a
52.4% interest, followed by Monument with 27.6% and Turkmenneft with 20%. By
2001, Mobil and Monument are expected to invest $100 million conducting seismic
surveys and drilling appraisal wells. Monument and Mobil estimate that development of
the Garashsyzlyk area combined with expanding production from the Burun field could
result in 500,000 bbl/d of oil production from western Turkmenistan by 2006-2007, if a
suitable export route becomes available.

The dispute between Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan over the offshore Serdar oil and gas
field, called Kyapaz by Azerbaijan, continues to prevent development of the field. In July
1997, Russia’s Rosneft and Lukoil signed a PSA with Socar, Azerbaijan’s state oil
company, to develop the field, which has estimated oil reserves of 360 million barrels.
The Turkmen government protested the deal, after which Rosneft withdrew from the
agreement, and in a show of support for Turkmen claims, the Russian government
annulled the deal in August 1997. However, Lukoil continues to maintain its plans to
develop the field after the dispute is settled. On September 1, 1997, Turkmenistan
included the field in the country’s first round of international tenders for developing its
Caspian shelf. Several day later, Azerbaijan announced that it would apply sanctions
against any company bidding on the disputed field. In June 1998, Mobil won the right,
under the September tender, to develop the field, and the Turkmen government invited
Mobil to begin talks on development plans. However, Mobil announced that it would not
sign an agreement with Turkmenistan or begin work on the field until the two countries
settle the dispute. U.S. special envoy for Caspian energy issues Richard Morningstar
made a visit to the two capitals in May 1999, and presented U.S. ideas on resolution of
the dispute. Azerbaijani officials have discussed the possibility of joint development of
the field.

Refining/Downstream
Turkmenistan has two refineries, located at Turkmenbashi (formerly Krasnovodsk) and
Chardzhou. Crude capacity for the two refineries totals 236,970 bbl/d (116,477 bbl/d at
Turkmenbashi and 120,493 bbl/d at Chardzhou). Both facilities are slated for
modernization and expansion to meet the country’s expected increases in oil production
and demand. Work is underway on a $1.5 billion upgrade of the Turkmenbashi refinery
with financing from German and Japanese sources. The French firm Technip was also
awarded a contract in July 1999 to build a lubricants blending plant in Turkmenbashi,
which will be finished in 2001.

Natural Gas
Turkmenistan contains proven natural gas reserves of 101 trillion cubic feet (Tcf), the
third largest natural gas reserves in the world after Russia and Qatar. The largest natural
gas fields are in the Amu-Dar’ya basin, with half of the country’s gas reserves located in
the giant Dauletabad-Donmez field. In addition to Amu-Dar’ya, Turkmenistan contains
large gas reserves in the Murgab basin, particularly the giant Yashlar deposit, which
contains an estimated 27 Tcf.

With the assistance of foreign investors, Turkmenistan is counting on its large natural gas
reserves and potential exports to be the focal point of its economic recovery. The primary
short-term task for Turkmenistan is solving the problem of getting its gas to customers
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who can afford to pay in hard currency, rather than exploration to find new reserves.
Currently, Turkmenistan must rely almost entirely on the Russian pipeline network to get
its natural gas exports to foreign markets. Meanwhile, natural gas production has been
falling in recent years due to nonpayment for supplies by foreign and domestic customers
and disputes with Russia over transit fees. In 1997, Turkmenistan produced 611 billion
cubic feet (Bcf) of natural gas, down from 1.31 Tcf in 1996. The sharp fall in production
was largely the result of the cutoff of gas supplies to Ukraine due to Ukraine’s $1.5
billion debt for previous gas supplies. There was also a dispute with Gazprom over
payments for transportation, with Gazprom demanding to be paid in hard currency rather
than in gas. The problems were resolved in late 1998, and gas again began to flow to
Ukraine, but supplies were suspended again in April 1999 due to Ukrainian payment
arrears.

Pipelines
As part of its strategy to increase natural gas exports, Turkmenistan is developing
alternatives to Russia’s pipeline network. The most important proposed project is the
Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline (TCGP), which would run from Turkmenistan under the
Caspian Sea to Azerbaijan, through Georgia, and deliver its gas supply to Turkey. The
first phase of the pipeline would handle roughly 565 Bcf per year, with the possibility of
an eventual doubling of capacity if transportation onward to Europe can be arranged.
Turkey signed a preliminary agreement with Turkmenistan in March 1999 for gas
purchases, pledging to begin taking deliveries in 2002. Another piece of the puzzle fell
into place when Shell, which had earlier studied a route across Iran, endorsed the TCGP
plan in August 1999. Shell agreed to take a 50% stake in the pipeline, with the rest being
held by the pipeline developer PSG, a joint venture between Bechtel and GE Capital.

The TCGP faces significant, but not insurmountable hurdles. First, there is some question
as to whether Turkey will have enough demand to consume both Turkmen supplies and
those from the Blue Stream line under the Black Sea from Russia, on which construction
recently has begun. Second, concerns have been raised about whether the estimated cost
of $3 billion is economically feasible, especially given banks’ reluctance to invest in
areas with such significant political risk. Third, Azerbaijan recently discovered a large
gas deposit at Shakh Deniz, offshore in Azerbaijani waters in the Caspian, which could
potentially compete for Turkish gas demand.

On the positive side, Turkish and American officials have strongly supported the TCGP,
including a visit by U.S. Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson to Turkmenistan in August
1999 to promote the project. Shell’s endorsement also has given the project more
credibility with financial institutions, and the U.S. Export-Import Bank and Overseas
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) have pledged to assist with risk guarantees.
Competition from the Shakh Deniz field off Azerbaijan is at least a few years away, and
the idea of linking Shakh Deniz into the pipeline as its export route to Turkey have been
discussed.

Another small Turkmen gas export pipeline runs from Turkmenistan to Iran. In late
December 1997, Turkmenistan and Iran opened the 124-mile pipeline linking the
Korpedzhe gas field in western Turkmenistan to the town of Kurt-Kui in northern Iran.
The $190 million line currently has a capacity of 141 Bcf, and is expected to rise to 283
Bcf by 2006. During the first three years of operation, approximately 65% of gas supplied
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through the line is to go to Iran as payment for construction costs. The pipeline is the first
in Central Asia to bypass Russia, and was intended to support exports through the Iranian
gas grid to Turkey. The prospects for this, though, are clouded by the fact that Iran also
wants to export gas to Turkey, and will have a lot more available once its South Pars field
is fully developed.

Another possible route for Turkmen gas exports which was considered in the past was a
pipeline stretching from Turkmenistan to Pakistan via Afghanistan. In July 1997, officials
from Turkmenistan and Pakistan and representatives from Unocal and Saudi Arabia’s
Delta Oil signed an agreement to build the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan line. The
900+mile pipeline would have cost between $2 billion and $2.7 billion, and would have
carried approximately 700 Bcf of gas from Turkmenistan’s Daulatabad gas field to the
central Pakistani city of Multan. In October 1997, Unocal set up the Central Asian Gas
Pipeline (CentGas) consortium to build the pipeline. Construction was scheduled to begin
in 1998. However, in early August 1998, Unocal announced that CentGas had not
secured the financing necessary to begin the work, and on August 22, 1998, Unocal
suspended construction plans due to the continuing civil war in Afghanistan. Unocal
stressed that the pipeline project would not proceed until an internationally recognized
government was in place in Afghanistan. While the governments of Turkmenistan and
Pakistan, as well as the Taliban authorities in Afghanistan, have continued discussions on
the route, there does not seem to be any near-term likelihood that it will be built.

A final proposal is a 4,161-mile gas pipeline running from Turkmenistan to China and
possibly on to Japan. In September 1998, a final deal between Turkmenistan and China
was delayed due to unfavorable results from a preliminary feasibility study.

Uzbekistanxx

Uzbekistan contains significant oil and gas reserves, and currently ranks as the world’s
eighth largest natural gas producer.

Uzbekistan has lagged behind other former Soviet states in the pace of its reforms. An
economic reform program had been put into place in 1994 that resulted in support from
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development. However, economic difficulties, including a poor
cotton harvest and a lack of hard currency reserves, led President Karimov to reverse this
reform program and to impose more government control over the Sum, Uzbekistan’s
currency. In October 1996, the IMF announced a suspension of its Stand-By
Arrangement pending the establishment of corrective measures to Uzbekistan’s economy.

Strict currency controls were introduced in October 1996 that do not allow investors full
convertibility of the Sum into foreign currency, make it very difficult for hard currency to
leave the country, and set an official exchange rate for the Sum that is not in line with
black market rates. The controls do not affect exports, which are paid for in hard
currency. However, they have affected costs inside Uzbekistan because suppliers have
asked to be paid at the black market rates. In mid-1999, only 29 companies had a license
to convert earnings in Sums into dollars. In addition, the Central Bank limits transactions
by enterprises to interbank transfers that have taken from several days to several months
to clear.
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The overall effect of these measures on trade and investment in Uzbekistan has been
negative. Cumulative foreign investment in Uzbekistan reached $400 million dollars in
1998, far less than in other hydrocarbon-rich former Soviet republics such as Azerbaijan
and Kazakhstan. Seventeen U.S. companies effectively ceased operations in Uzbekistan
during 1998, including a number of major multinationals such as Enron and Unocal. As
1999 continued, other companies cut back on operations or left Uzbekistan altogether.
Privatization in Uzbekistan has also been lagging.

Overview
State oil and gas company Uzbekneftegaz has estimated that 63% of the country sits on
hydrocarbon deposits, with the vast majority of them containing natural gas. Uzbekistan’s
gas reserves are roughly comparable to those of the Netherlands and Indonesia, and rank
among the 15 largest in the world. There are five primary oil and gas regions within
Uzbekistan. From west to east, they are the Ustyurt, Bukharo-Khivin, Southwest-Gissar,
Surkhan-Dar’ya, and Fergana regions. Over 60% of the 160 known fields are in the
Bukharo-Khivin region, with another 20% in the Fergana region.

State-run Uzbekneftegaz accounts for virtually all of the oil and gas drilling in the
country. Uzbekneftegaz invested $182 million in 1999, and has set 2000 investment at
$166 million. However, foreign oil and gas investment in Uzbekistan has been limited
compared to that in the other Caspian states. Although there is great potential for further
development of this sector, Uzbekistan’s difficult business climate has been a deterrent to
progress. Uzbekistan’s currency convertibility restrictions have hindered oil and gas
investment, as has the country’s remoteness from world markets - Uzbekistan is one of
the two landlocked countries in the world that are surrounded entirely by other
landlocked countries. Privatization of Uzbekneftegaz has also been limited.

Oil
Uzbekistan has substantially increased its oil production since independence, with total
oil production (including natural gas liquids) increasing from 66,000 barrels per day
(bbl/d) in 1992 to an estimated 213,000 bbl/d in 1999. As a result, Uzbekistan ceased
being a net importer of petroleum in 1996. Uzbekneftegas has projected that by 2010,
crude oil output will 240,000 bbl/d.

Most of the country’s 85 known oil deposits are small. The major exception is the
Kokdumalak field in the Bukharo-Khivi region which accounts for about 70% of
Uzbekistan’s production. Several regions will be targeted for exploration during 2000,
including the Aral Sea and the Ustyurt plateau. Uzbekistan has approved a joint project
between Baker Hughes and Uzbekneftegaz to increase oil production at North Urtabulak,
and Baker Hughes will invest $8 million in the project. Baker Hughes also has the option
to develop the Adamtash, South Kemachi, and Umid fields, with total investments of
$120 million.

Uzbekistan shares many of the problems of other countries in the Caspian Sea Region,
including a remoteness from markets. The lack of export pipelines in the region means
that Uzbekistan has been unable to sell its oil on world markets. Uzbekistan’s only
current option is to reverse an existing crude oil pipeline that brings oil from Omsk,
Russia to Uzbek refineries. However, the relatively small volumes of Uzbek oil that will
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be available for export over the next 10-20 years will probably be insufficient to support
the construction of a new export pipeline unless additional volumes are added from other
countries in Central Asia.

Uzbekistan has signed a memorandum of understanding with Turkmenistan, Afghanistan
and Pakistan to build the proposed South Pipeline, sometimes known as the Central Asia
Oil Pipeline (CAOP). If constructed, the CAOP would transport Central Asian oil via
Afghanistan to a proposed new deepwater port at Gwadar on Pakistan’s Arabian Sea
coast. No progress has been made on the CAOP pipeline due to unrest in Afghanistan,
including the August 20, 1998 U.S. bombing raids on suspected Afghan strongholds of
suspected terrorist Osama bin Laden. In addition to the CAOP, Uzbekistan could tie into
the proposed 1,800 mile pipeline from Kazakhstan to China .

Refining/Distribution
Refinery modernization is crucial to Uzbekistan’s goal of self-sufficiency in oil.
Uzbekistan has ended its imports of crude oil from Russia and refined products from
Kazakhstan and Russia. Uzbekistan’s limited refined product exports move by rail and
road to neighboring countries and to export ports on the Black Sea.

Uzbekistan has two older refineries at Fergana and Alty-Arik, and a new one at Bukhara,
the first built in the Newly Independent States since the breakup of the former Soviet
Union. Texaco and Uzneftepererabotka formed the UZ - Texaco joint venture at the
Fergana refinery in 1996 to produce and market Texaco-branded engine, transmission
and hydraulic lubricants from local crude oil. UZ - Texaco is one of the few companies
with a license to convert earnings in Sums into dollars. Following a 1998 tender, Mitsui
commenced a $200 million upgrade to expand desulphurization capacity at the Fergana
refinery.

The first phase of the new million refinery in Bukhara went online in 1997. This refinery
is designed to process condensates from the Kokdumalak field, and to produce motor
gasoline for export and gasoline, diesel fuel, and kerosene for domestic consumption. The
first phase of construction, enabling the refinery to process 50,000 bbl/d, cost $270
million, with ancillary facilities bringing the cost to $400 million. The ultimate capacity
of the refinery is expected to be 100,000 bbl/d of both condensate and crude oil from
Uzbekistan’s fields.

Uzbekistan’s gasoline distribution system is in great need of modernization and
investment. Currently gasoline is distributed through 88 distribution centers and 800
refueling stations. Over 200 refueling stations have been privatized. It is not uncommon
in rural areas to see tanker trucks stopped on the side of the road operating as mobile
refueling stations.

The Uzbek Finance Ministry increased crude oil and gasoline prices in 2000 to make up
for a rise in the cost of oil drilling and refining. Crude and gasoline prices increases were
increased by about 50% on February 1. The official price of gasoline, previously set at 75
Sums per liter, rose to 110 Sums per liter while the price of crude oil sold to refineries by
the state oil and gas company, Uzbekneftegaz, rose from 10,000 Sums per metric ton to
16,000 Sums per metric ton.
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Natural Gas
Uzbekistan is the only former Soviet republic to have substantially increased its natural
gas production since becoming independent, with gas production increasing from 1.5
trillion cubic feet (Tcf) in 1992 to an estimated 2 Tcf in 1999, making Uzbekistan the
eighth largest producer in the world. The richest gas district is the Ustyurt region, of
which 60% is located in Uzbekistan and the rest in Kazakhstan. Most gas production is
concentrated in 12 deposits, particularly in southeast Uzbekistan in older fields such as
Shurtan and Kokdumalak. In order to offset declining production at some older fields
such as Uchkir and Yangikazen, Uzbekistan will speed up development at existing fields
such as the Kandym and Garbi fields. Longer-term measures involve finding new
reserves with foreign help, but Uzbekistan has had difficulty attracting a major foreign
company to make a major investment in its upstream sector. Enron and Unocal have
substantially cut back on operations in Uzbekistan, effectively ending their operations in
1998.

In general, most of Uzbekistan’s natural gas requires processing because it has a high
sulfur content. Much of the gas is processed at the Mubarek processing plant, which has a
capacity of over 1 Tcf/year. Most of Uzbekistan’s gas is consumed domestically for
power generation and for petrochemicals, with consumption set to rise with the
completion of the Shurtan petrochemical plant scheduled for completion at the end of
2000. ABB Lummus is constructing the $1 billion plant, and the majority of
Uzbekneftegaz ‘s 2000 investment will be used to complete its construction.
Uzbekneftegaz has also developed its domestic infrastructure. Its Kodzhaabad
underground gas storage facility opened in 1999, allowing increased gas shipments to
Uzbekistan’s industrial heartland in the Fergana Valley. Uzbekneftegaz also
commissioned the Khodjabad underground storage in the Andizhan region at a cost of
$72 million.

As part of an effort to become self-sufficient in energy, Uzbekistan has been developing
domestic uses for its plentiful gas, such as converting cars and trucks to run on
compressed natural gas (CNG) instead of gasoline and developing a network of CNG
filling stations. A joint venture with American Engineering Incorporated is already under
development for this purpose. The number of CNG stations will eventually increase from
33 stations currently to 360. Plans call for the gradual conversion of 2,000 vehicles from
gasoline to compressed natural gas. However, the program has run into difficulties
because of government-controlled fuel prices that make CNG uncompetitive, and because
of investor difficulty in raising capital for the conversion program.

Rising domestic gas consumption has reduced the amount of gas Uzbekistan has
available for export. Exports have also been discouraged by the lack of export pipeline
alternatives to the Central Asia-Central Russia pipeline that connects Uzbekistan to
Russia and the other republics of the former Soviet Union. Uzbekistan has made efforts
to develop alternative export routes. One proposal calls for an expansion of the existing
Central Asia - Central Russia pipeline system that would enable the Central Asian
republics to export gas to European markets.

Another alternative is to find new markets in Asia; Uzbekistan signed a memorandum of
understanding with Turkmenistan, Afghanistan , and Pakistan  in 1995 to participate in
the Central Asia Gas (Centgas) pipeline project to export gas to Pakistan and possibly
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India. Uzbekistan could also participate in a proposed 5,000 mile-pipeline to bring gas
from Turkmenistan , and Kazakhstan east to China.

Uzbekistan has exported natural gas to Kazakhstan , Kyrgyzstan , Russia, and Tajikistan.
Frequent non-payment by these republics has been a problem. Deliveries to Kazakhstan
have also been halted several times, with unpaid debts the most commonly cited reason
for the cutoffs. In October 1999, Uzbekistan agreed to renew exports to Kazakhstan,
subject to adherence to a plan to pay $1.5 million in debt for past deliveries and payment
guarantees. Uzbekistan has also reduced gas supplies to Kyrgyzstan more than once. In
January 2000, deliveries were restricted again because of Kyrgyzstan’s failure to pay
overdue gas bills that totaled more than $400,000. Tajik officials said in January 2000
that Tajikistan and Uzbekistan had reached a new agreement on gas supplies under which
Uzbekistan would supply Tajikistan with $25 million worth of gas in 2000 as payment
for Uzbekistan’s use of a transit pipeline that crosses the Leninabad region of northern
Tajikistan. The two sides have been operating under similar mutual offset arrangements
for the past few years.

Uzbekistan serves as a transit center for gas from Turkmenistan. According to an
agreement signed by Turkmenistan’s President Saparmurat Niyazov and Gazprom’s Rem
Vyakhirev, supplies of Turkmen gas along the northern Uzbekistan-Kazakhstan-Russia
route resumed on December 29, 1999. Turkmenistan is supplying 700 billion cubic feet
of gas to Russia in 2000, and has agreed to increase shipments to 1.8 tcf in the long run.  
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